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Abstract

Rate- and State-dependent Friction (RSF) equations are commonly used to describe the time-dependent frictional response of

fault gouge to perturbations in sliding velocity. Among the better-known versions are the Aging and Slip laws for the evolution

of state. Although the Slip law is more successful, neither can predict all the robust features of lab data. RSF laws are also

empirical, and their micromechanical origin is a matter of much debate. Here we use a granular-physics-based model to explore

the extent to which RSF behavior, as observed in rock and gouge friction experiments, can be explained by the response of

a granular gouge layer with time-independent properties at the contact scale. We examine slip histories for which abundant

lab data are available, and find that the granular model (1) mimics the Slip law for those loading protocols where the Slip

law accurately models laboratory data (velocity-step and slide-hold tests), and (2) deviates from the Slip law under conditions

where the Slip law fails to match laboratory data (the reslide portions of slide-hold-slide tests), in the proper sense to better

match those data. The simulations also indicate that state is sometimes decoupled from porosity in a way that is inconsistent

with traditional interpretations of “state” in RSF. Finally, if the “granular temperature” of the gouge is suitably normalized by

the confining pressure, it produces an estimate of the direct velocity effect (the RSF parameter a) that is consistent with our

simulations, and in the ballpark of lab data.
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Key Points:4

� We examined the behavior of a sheared granular layer with time-independent contact-scale5

properties at and away from steady state.6

� Like gouge samples in the lab, the layer mimics the rate-state friction Slip law in velocity-step7

and slide-hold (but not reslide) tests.8

� A normalized granular temperature can be used to estimate the amplitude of the direct velocity-9

dependence of friction in the gouge layer.10
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Abstract11

Rate- and State-dependent Friction (RSF) equations are commonly used to describe the time-dependent12

frictional response of fault gouge to perturbations in sliding velocity. Among the better-known ver-13

sions are the Aging and Slip laws for the evolution of state. Although the Slip law is more success-14

ful, neither can predict all the robust features of lab data. RSF laws are also empirical, and their15

micromechanical origin is a matter of much debate. Here we use a granular-physics-based model16

to explore the extent to which RSF behavior, as observed in rock and gouge friction experiments,17

can be explained by the response of a granular gouge layer with time-independent properties at the18

contact scale. We examine slip histories for which abundant lab data are available, and find that the19

granular model (1) mimics the Slip law for those loading protocols where the Slip law accurately20

models laboratory data (velocity-step and slide-hold tests), and (2) deviates from the Slip law under21

conditions where the Slip law fails to match laboratory data (the reslide portions of slide-hold-slide22

tests), in the proper sense to better match those data. The simulations also indicate that state is some-23

times decoupled from porosity in a way that is inconsistent with traditional interpretations of “state”24

in RSF. Finally, if the “granular temperature” of the gouge is suitably normalized by the confining25

pressure, it produces an estimate of the direct velocity effect (the RSF parameter a) that is consistent26

with our simulations, and in the ballpark of lab data.27

1 Introduction28

Models for estimating the length and time scales of earthquake nucleation rely on a mathematical29

description of the evolution of local fault friction with time (J. H. Dieterich, 1992; J. H. Dieterich &30

Kilgore, 1996). The commonly accepted framework for modeling this behavior, at least at sliding31

speeds too small for thermal effects to become important, is “Rate and State-dependent Friction”,32

or RSF (J. H. Dieterich, 1978, 1979; J. H. Dieterich et al., 1981; A. Ruina, 1983; J. Dieterich,33

1994; Marone, 1998b). The RSF framework embodies the notion that frictional strength depends34

upon a nebulous property termed “state”, a function of recent slip history, as well as the current35

slip rate. Several versions of rate- and state-dependent friction laws exist, but the two most popular36

ones are the slip-dependent “Slip law”, which does a better job matching lab data, and the time-37

dependent “Aging law”, which matches less data (Bhattacharya et al., 2015, 2017), but which has38

more published theoretical justifications (e.g., Baumberger & Caroli, 2006). However, none of the39

existing RSF laws reproduce all of the robust features of available laboratory data (Bhattacharya et40

al., 2017; Kato & Tullis, 2001). This shortcoming, coupled with the largely empirical nature of RSF,41

severely limits our ability to apply laboratory-derived friction laws to fault slip in the Earth.42

In this paper, we adopt the working hypothesis that rock friction is governed by the behav-43

ior of a granular gouge with constant Coulomb friction at grain-grain contacts. Note that by not44

considering time-dependent plasticity or chemical reactions at the contact scale, we are throwing45

out what is traditionally thought to be the source of the rate- and state-dependence of friction (e.g.,46

J. H. Dieterich & Kilgore, 1994; Baumberger & Caroli, 2006); all the relevant time dependence47

in our simulations arises from momentum transfer between the gouge particles, even at very low48

slip speeds. We use the discrete element method to investigate the behavior of a 3-D granular layer49

sheared at constant normal stress between two rigid and parallel blocks. The model geometry and50

loading conditions are designed to mimic laboratory rock and gouge friction experiments (we note51

that laboratory experiments on even initially bare rock surfaces develop, through mechanical wear,52

either a granular powder or a granular gouge layer, depending upon the total slip distance, and that53

the phenomenology of RSF is common to both those experiments that start with bare rock and those54

where gouge is used as the starting material (Marone, 1998b)). In this paper we emphasize velocity-55

step tests, employing a range of shearing velocities (10 �5 to 2 m/s) and confining pressures (1 � 2556

MPa) to model steps of �1 � 3 orders of magnitude. These velocity steps are supplemented by a57

small number of slide-hold and slide-hold-slide tests designed to allow additional comparisons to58

laboratory experiments and provide further insight into the gouge behavior.59

Consistent with RSF and several earlier numerical studies of sheared granular layers, we find60

that in response to imposed velocity steps there is an immediate “direct velocity effect” (e.g., an in-61
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crease in friction in response to a step velocity increase), followed by a more g radual “state evolution62

effect” where the sign of the friction change is reversed (Morgan, 2004; Hatano, 2009; Abe et al.,63

2002; Makse et al., 2004). Furthermore, the magnitudes of these direct and evolution effects are pro-64

portional to the logarithm of the velocity jump, with implied values of the relevant RSF parameters65

(‘a’ and ‘b ’) that are not far from lab values.66

Perhaps our most significant finding is that the granular flow model mimics the Slip state evo-67

lution law for those sliding protocols where the Slip law does a good job matching laboratory ex-68

periments, and deviates from the Slip law, in the proper sense to better match lab data, for those69

sliding protocols where the Slip law does a poor job. The former category inclu des both velocity-70

step tests (A. L. Ruina, 1980; A. Ruina, 1983; Tullis & Weeks, 1986; Marone, 1998a; Blanpied et al.,71

1998; Rathbun & Marone, 2013; Bhattacharya et al., 2015) and slide-hold tests (Bhattacharya et al.,72

2017). Consistent with both lab experiments and the Slip law, and unlike the Aging law, following73

a simulated velocity step friction approaches its future steady-state value over slip distances that are74

independent of both the magnitude and sign of the step (a few grain diameters, in our simulations,75

or strains of �15 %). And consistent with lab experiments, during the hold portion of simulated76

slide-hold tests stress decays in a manner consistent with the Slip law using RSF parameters not77

far from those derived from the velocity-step tests, whereas the Aging law, with its time-dependent78

healing, underestimates the stress decay. Moreover, during the simulated hold the gouge layer com-79

pacts roughly as the logarithm of hold time, similar to lab experiments. This is despite the fact that80

the stress decay, being well-modeled by the Sip law, implies a lack of state evolution. Because state81

evolution in RSF is traditionally thought to involve the “mushrooming” of contacting asperities and82

porosity reduction, this indicates that in both the granular simulations and the lab, state is decoupled83

from gouge thickness (porosity) in a way that is inconsistent with most current interpretations of84

RSF.85

The granular flow model differs from the Slip law prediction during the reslides following86

holds, in that the Slip law parameters that fit the hold well underestimate the peak stress upon the87

reslide. Qualitatively, this is the same way in which the Slip law fails to match laboratory data88

(Bhattacharya et al., 2017). Collectively, our results hint that the physics-based granular flow model89

may do a better job of matching the transient response of laboratory rock and gouge friction exper-90

iments than any existing empirical RSF constitutive law. This is despite having apparently fewer91

tunable parameters. Although the model contains a large number of dimensionless parameters, most92

of these are fixed by the boundary conditions and the elastic moduli of the gouge particles, and the93

remainder seem to exert very little influence on the frictional behavior of the system. An excep-94

tion is the grain size distribution; we find that a qu asi-normal distribution gives rise to steady-state95

velocity-strengthening behavior, whereas quasi-exponential distribution close to velocity-neutral,96

perhaps transitioning from velocity-weakening to velocity-strengthening behavior with increasing97

slip speed. Grain shape may also play a significant role, but only spherical grains are employed98

here.99

The granular model is also well-suited to allowing us to explore the microphysical origins of100

its RSF-like behavior. In Section 5.4 we begin to address this question, by measuring the kinetic101

energy of the gouge layer for a range of shear velocities, co nfining pressures and system sizes. By102

assuming that this kinetic energy plays the role of temperature in the classical understanding of the103

rate dependence of friction as a thermally-activated Arrhenius processes (Rice et al., 2001; Lapusta104

et al., 2000; Chester, 1994; Nakatani, 2001), we obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the direct105

velocity effect (the RSF parameter a) that is close to that determined by fitting the simulated velocity106

steps.107

In exploring the granular model our intent is not to imply that time-dependent contact-scale108

processes do not contribute to laboratory friction. Clear evidence of time-dependent contact plastic-109

ity comes from the see-through experiments of J. H. Dieterich and Kilgore (1994), and evidence of110

the importance of chemistry and time-dependent interfacial chemical bond formation comes from,111

among many other studies, the humidity-controlled gouge experiments of Frye and Marone (2002),112

and the atomic-force single-asperity slide-hold-slide experiments of Q. Li et al. (2011). It is not113

yet clear, however, under what conditions such effects dominate the transient frictional strength of114
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interfaces. Nearly all papers that justify a state evolution law on physical grounds do so for the Ag-115

ing law (e.g., time-dependent plasticity increasing contact area as log time; Berthoud et al., 1999;116

Baumberger & Caroli, 2006), even though this law reproduces relatively little laboratory friction117

data. An exception is Sleep (2006), who proposed that the Slip law arises from the highly nonlinear118

stress-strain relation at contacting asperities. Here we explore a physics-based model that may do a119

better job of matching (room temperature and humidity) laboratory rock and gouge friction data than120

any constitutive law currently in use, and that simultaneously allows one to investigate the attributes121

of the model that give rise to this behavior.122

2 Rate- and State-Dependent Friction background123

Rate- and state-dependent friction laws treat friction as a function of the sliding rate, V , and124

the “state variable”, � . � has traditionally been thought of as a proxy for true contact area on the125

sliding interface (Nakatani, 2001), but it has recently been shown that under some circumstances126

time-dependent contact quality can be the dominant contributor to the evolution of state (Q. Li et127

al., 2011). In its simplest form, RSF is described by two coupled, first order, ordinary differential128

equations. The first describes the relation between friction � , defined as the ratio of shear stress to129

normal stress, and the RSF variables:130

� = � � + alog
V
V �

+ b log
�
� �
; (1)

where � � is the nominal steady-state coefficient of friction at the reference velocity V � and state � � .131

The coefficients a and b control the magnitude of velocity- and state-dependence of the frictional132

strength, respectively. The second equation describes the evolution of the state variable � , the two133

most widely used forms being134

Aging Law:
d �
d t

= 1 � V �
D c

(2)

Slip Law:
d �
d t

= � V �
D c

ln
V �
D c

(3)

with D c being some characteristic slip distance (J. H. Dieterich, 1979; A. Ruina, 1983). Eq. 2 is135

often referred to as the Aging law since state can evolve with time in the absence of slip; Eq. 3 is136

referred to as the Slip law since state evolves only with slip ( ˙� = 0 when V = 0 ).137

It is well established that neither the Aging law nor the Slip law adequately describes the full138

range of laboratory friction experiments (Beeler et al., 1994; Kato & Tullis, 2001). Laboratory139

experiments show that in a sufficiently stiff system, for both initially bare rock samples and gouge,140

following a step change in load point velocity friction approaches its new steady-state value quasi-141

exponentially over a characteristic slip distance that is independent of both the magnitude and the142

sign of the velocity step (A. Ruina, 1983; Marone, 1998b; Blanpied et al., 1998; Bhattacharya143

et al., 2015). This is precisely the Slip law prediction of state evolution (Nakatani, 2001). The144

Aging law, on the other hand, predicts a slip weakening distance that increases as the logarithm145

of the velocity jump for step velocity increases, and, owing to the approximately linear increase146

of state with time, exceedingly small slip distances for frictional strength recovery following large147

step velocity decreases. Both behaviors are completely inconsistent with laboratory data (Nakatani,148

2001).149

In contrast, conventional wisdom holds that slide-hold-slide experiments are better explained150

by the Aging law. In part this stems from the work of Beeler et al. (1994), who ran experiments on151

initially bare granite surfaces at two different machine stiffnesses, and hence two different amounts152

of slip during the load-point holds. They found that the rate of healing, as inferred from the peak153

stress upon the reslide, was independent of stiffness, and hence independent of the small amount of154
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interfacial slip during the load-point holds, seemingly consistent with the Aging law and inconsistent155

with the Slip law. However, Bhattacharya et al. (2017) showed that the Beeler et al. peak stress data156

could be fit about as well by the Slip law as by the Aging law, and moreover that the stiffness-157

dependent stress decay during the load-point holds could be well modeled by the Slip law, although158

with a slightly different value of (a � b ) than was determined from contemporaneous velocity steps,159

and was completely inconsistent with the Aging law. The property of the Aging law that prevents it160

from matching the stress decay during the holds is precisely its time-dependent nature: The gouge161

strengthens too much to allow any more slip. The rock friction community is thus left in the awkward162

position that while most theoretical justifications for state evolution are designed to explain the time-163

dependent healing of the Aging law (e.g., Baumberger et al., 1999), this law seems to explain rather164

little laboratory rock friction data.165

3 The computational model166

Our Discrete Element Method (DEM) simulations are performed using the granular module of167

L A M M P S (Large scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator), a multi-scale computational168

platform developed and maintained by Sandia National Laboratory ( http://lammps.sandia169

.gov ). What we will refer to as the “default” model consists of a packing of 4815 grains: 4527170

in the gouge layer, and 288 in the top and bottom rigid blocks. The grains in the gouge layer have171

a polydisperse normal-like size distribution (Figure 1B), with a diameter range d = [1 : 5] mm and172

average diameter D mean = 3 mm (Figure 1A). The granular gouge is confined between two parallel173

and rigid plates that are constructed from grains with diameter d = 5 mm. Grain density and Young’s174

modulus are chosen equal to properties of glass beads (Table 1). The model domain is rectangular175

with periodic boundary conditions applied in the x and y directions. The size of the system in each176

direction is L x = L y = 1:5L z= 20 D mean .177

A B

Figure 1. (A) A visualization of the “default” granular gouge simulation. A normal grain size distribution

is used, with mean grain diameter D mean = 3 mm. Colors show the velocity of each grain in the x direction,

averaged over an upper-plate sliding distance of D mean during steady sliding at a driving velocity of Vlp =
2 � 10� 4 m/s. The actual velocity profile, averaged over 400 planes normal to z, is shown to the right (black
dots). (B) The size distribution of grains in the gouge layer in the default model.

The system is initially prepared by randomly inserting (under gravity) grains in the simulation178

box with a desired initial packing fraction of � 0.5. The system is then allowed to relax for about179

106 time steps, after which three initially identical and relaxed realizations are subjected to con-180

fining pressures �n = [1;5;25] MPa. The confining pressure is applied for one minute, by which181

time the fast phase of compaction is completed. These confined gouge samples are then subject182

to shearing at a desired driving velocity imposed by the top rigid plate, while the vertical position183

of the top wall is adjusted by a servo-control system to maintain the specified (constant) confining184

pressure. We find that the servo-control system keeps the normal stress constant to within about185

� 0:1% of the desired value at slip speeds of 0.1 m/s (see supplementary Figure S2 for an example186

of the servo control during and following a velocity step), and that the variation about the desired187
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value is reduced by about a factor of 5 at slip speeds 5 times smaller. The non-default systems are188

prepared using an identical protocol at a confining pressure of �n = 5 MPa. The driving velocity189

is applied to the system via a linear spring with a default stiffness of 1014 N/m attached to the top190

plate; for practical purposes, this stiffness can be considered to be infinite, in that changes in load191

point velocity are transferred nearly instantaneously to the upper plate. The grains are modeled192

as compressible spheres of diameter d that interact when in contact via the Hertz-Mindlin model193

(K. L. Johnson, 1987; Landau & Lifshitz, 1959; Mindlin, 1949).194

For two contacting particles f i;jg , at positions f r i;r jg , with diameters d i and d j, velocities195

f v i;v jg and angular velocities f ! i;! jg , the force on particle i is computed as follows: The normal196

compression �ij, relative normal velocity v n ij, and relative tangential velocity v t ij are given by197

�ij= 1
2 ( d i+ d j) � r ij (4)

v n ij= ( v ij � n ij)n ij (5)

v t ij= v ij � v n ij �
1
2 (! i+ ! j) � r ij (6)

where r ij= r i � r j , n ij= r ij=r ij, with r ij= j r ijj , and v ij= v i � v j . The rate of change of the elastic198

tangential displacement u t ij, set to zero at the initiation of a contact, is given by199

d u t ij
d t

= vt ij �
( u t ij � v i|)

r 2
ij

(7)

where the second term in equation 7 comes from the rigid body rotation around the contact point.200

Its implementation is there to insure that u t ij always locates in the local tangent plane of contact201

(Silbert et al., 2001). The normal and tangential forces acting on particle i are then given by:202

Fn ij=
p
�ij

s
d id j

2(d i+ d j)
(k n �ijn ij � m eff n v n ij) (8)

Ft ij=
p
�ij

s
d id j

2(d i+ d j)
( � k t u t ij � m eff t v t ij) (9)

where k n and k t are the normal and tangential stiffness, given by k n = (2=3)E=(1 � �2) and k t =203

2E=(1+�)(2 � �) (Mindlin, 1949), with E being Young’s modulus and � Poisson’s ratio, and m eff =204

m im j=(m i+ m j) is the effective mass of spheres with masses m i and m j (we note that the most205

appropriate value of k t seems to be a matter of some debate, with Sh ¨afer et al. (1996) suggesting206

values roughly 1000 times smaller).  n and  t are the normal and tangential damping (viscoelastic)207

constants, respectively; we maintain the default L A M M P S option of  t = 0:5 n . As indicated by208

equations 8 and 9, the model implements damping for both normal and tangential contacts as a209

spring and dashpot in parallel. Note that the Hertzian normal force given by (8) increases non-210

linearly with grain compression �ij (equation 4), as �3=2
ij in the absence of damping, consistent with211

the elastic deformation of contacting spheres.212

In a gravitational field }, the translational and rotational accelerations of particles are deter-213

mined by Newton’s second law, in terms of the total forces and torques on each particle, i:214

Ftoti = m i}+
X

j

�
Fn ij+ Ft ij

�
(10)
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� toti = � 1
2

X

j

Ft ij � r ij (11)

The grain-grain coefficient of friction, �g , is the upper limit of the tangential force through the215

Coulomb criterion F t � �gF n . The tangential force between two grains grows according to the216

non-linear Hertz-Mindlin contact law until F t =Fn = �g and is then held at F t = �gF n until either217

F t � �gF n or the grains loose contact.218

The amount of energy lost in collisions is characterized by the coefficient of restitution. The
values of restitution coefficients, � n and � t for the normal and tangential directions respectively,
are related to their respective damping coefficients  n;t and contact stiffness k n;t . The restitution
coefficient for the normal direction can be calculated by solving the following equation that describes
the normal component of the relative motion of two spheres in contact:

�̈+
E
p

2d eff
3m eff (1 � �2)

�
�3=2 +

3
2
A
p
��̇
�

= 0 (12)

with the initial conditions �̇(0) = v n and �(0) = 0 . In this equation, A = 1
3

(3 t �  n )2
(3 t +2 n )

�
(1� �2)(1� 2�)

E� 2

�
,219

and d eff = d id j=( d i+ d j) is the effective diameter for spheres of diameters d i and d j. The normal220

component of the coefficient of restitution can be obtained from the ratio of normal velocity of grains221

at the end of the collision, defined as �̇( t col), to their initial normal impact velocity: � n = �̇( t col)=�̇(0).222

The collision time t colis determined by solving Eq. 12 for the adopted physical properties and initial223

velocities of two colliding grains. A similar procedure is performed for calculating the restitution224

coefficient in the tangential direction. We use a time step of � t = t col=100 throughout this study,225

with t colevaluated assuming an impact velocity �̇(0) of 25 m/s ( t colin (12) depends very weakly226

upon �̇(0), as roughly �̇(0)1=5 (Sh ¨afer et al., 1996)). The restitution coefficient in the default model227

is chosen to be very high ( � n = 0:98), such that the system is damped minimally. Although in one228

sense damping introduces time-dependence at the contact scale, we find by varying the restitution229

coefficients from nearly zero (complete damping) to nearly 1 (no damping) that they exert no sig-230

nificant influence on the system behavior in the slow-sliding regime of interest. For this reason we231

refer to the model as having no time-dependence at the contact scale. The full details of the granular232

module of L A M M P S are described in the L A M M P S manual and several references (Zhang & Makse,233

2005; Silbert et al., 2001; Brilliantov et al., 1996).234

In addition to the default model, we have run simulations with a domain size twice the size235

of the default model, simulations with a grain and domain size two orders of magnitude smaller,236

simulations with grain-grain friction coefficients of 1.0 and 5.0 (default = 0.5), simulations with237

restitution coefficients � n of 0.003 to 0.82 (default = 0.98), and simulations with either a quasi-238

exponential grain size distribution. The influence of most of these changes on the model results are239

rather modest, and we relegate detailed figures to the supplementary materials of this manuscript. An240

exception are the models with a different grain size distribution; these are described in section 5.2.6.241

A full accounting of the dimensionless parameters governing the model is provided in Appendix A.242

In principle, we wanted to prepare models that could isolate the influence of each parameter that we243

tested. However, because of the way we used the L A M M P S random particle generator, in some cases244

there are slight variations in the total number of particles, which are reflected in different values of245

L z (hereafter referred to as the gouge thickness H ). Compared to the default model, for the simu-246

lations with different grain-grain friction coefficients H is larger by 10%; for the simulations with247

a grain and domain size two orders of magnitude smaller the ratio H=D mean is larger by 7%, and248

in the simulations where L x and L y are two times larger, H is only 1.8 times larger (we continue to249

refer to this as the “two-times larger” model).250

251
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Table 1. DEM simulation parameters. The “default model” values, where multiple values are252

given, are in bold font.253

Parameter Value

Grain density, � 2500 [kg =m 3 ]

Young’s modulus, E 50 [GPa]

Poisson ratio, � 0.3

Grain-grain friction coefficient, �g 0:5 , 1:0, 5:0
Confining pressure, �n 1, 5 , 25 [MPa]

Coefficient of restitution, � n 0:98, 0:82, 0:25, 0:01, 0:003
Time step, � t 2 � 10� 8 [s]

254

The velocity V in the RSF equations (1)–(3) is interpreted in laboratory experiments as the255

inelastic component of the relative tangential displacement rate between two parallel planes. This256

displacement rate is typically treated conceptually as occurring across a plane of zero thickness,257

but in fact it occurs across a zone whose thickness is generally unknown. In lab experiments, the258

relative displacement is measured between two points outside the zone of inelastic deformation, and259

the inelastic component of that displacement � is determined by subtracting the estimated elastic260

displacement �elfrom the measured (total) displacement, i.e.261

� = �lp � �el= �lp � �=k ;
� = k (�lp � �) ; (13)

where �lp is the measured “load-point” displacement (in ou r simulations the displacement of the262

end of the spring not attached to the upper plate), � the spring force divided by the nominal sample263

surface area (6 cm � 6 cm in our default model), and k the elastic stiffness of the combined testing264

apparatus plus sample between the measurement points. In our numerical simulations this stiffness265

is given by the effective stiffness of two springs in series,266

k eff =
k s p k H
k s p + k H

; (14)

where k s p and k H are the spring and gouge stiffness, respectively. To measure k H , we performed267

several slide-hold-reslide simulations with a range of hold durations (Figure B1). The shear modu-268

lus can be estimated from the initially linear (assumed to be elastic) portion of the reslide following269

the longest holds in such simulations (e.g., Bhattacharya et al., 2017). From these tests, the shear270

modulus of the gouge layer is estimated to be in the range of G H � 270 to 310 MPa, at a confining271

pressure of 5 MPa. This estimate is about 30 � 50% lower than previous experimental measure-272

ments on granular layers made from packing glass beads (Yin, 1993; Domenico, 1977; Makse et273

al., 1999), and granular simulations with properties similar to our model. However, those previ-274

ous experiments and simulations were performed under specially designed preparation protocols, to275

produce a maximal packing fraction under a given confinement. We expect our simulation samples276

(that are generated under conditions similar to synthetic gouge experiments) to have a lower pack-277

ing fraction and to exhibit a lower shear modulus. Alth ough the appropriate value of G H may vary278

modestly with the sliding history and packing properties of the gouge, we neglect this possibility279

here. For G H from 270 to 310 MPa, the stiffness k H varies from G H =H = 6:75 � 109 to 7:75 � 109
280

Pa/m, where H = 0:04 m is the gouge thickness. To determine k s p in Pa/m from the stiffness input281

in L A M M P S in units of N/m, we divide by the sample surface area. For the default spring stiffness282

of 1014 N/m, k s p � 3 � 1016 Pa/m � k H , so k eff � k H . This value of k eff is so large that even283

large errors in G H play no role in the Slip law fits to our simulated velocity steps ( k eff is essentially284

infinite).285

Using (13) and (14) ensures that our analysis is consistent with both the conventional inter-286

pretation of equations (1)–(3) and standard laboratory protocols. For example, with k s p essentially287
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infinite and V lp set to zero (a “hold”), the upper plate remains stationary, but due to granular rear-288

rangements within the gouge the inelastic displacement � increases and V > 0 as the stress relaxes.289

4 Previous studies of granular rheology related to rock friction290

The granular model has many dimensionless parameters, but most turn out to be unimportant
in the region of parameter space of interest (Appendix A). Within the physics literature, the most
important is understood to be the Inertial number, defined as

I n � ̇D mean
p
�=P� V

H
D mean

p
�=P; (15)

where ̇ is the local shear rate (approximated as the slip speed divided by the gouge thickness291

in the second expression), P is the confining pressure (or normal stress, for the geometry of our292

simulations), and � and D mean are the density and mean diameter of grains, respectively. The inertial293

number measures the ratio of the inertial forces of grains to the confining forces acting on those294

grains, such that small valu es ( I n / 10� 3 ) correspond to the quasi-static state. A continuum model295

that has proven moderately successful in modeling steady-state granular friction is known as �(I n )296

rheology (Forterre & Pouliquen, 2008), where the local coefficient of friction depends only upon297

the local inertial number. However, in some regions of parameter space the dimensionless pressure,298

defined as P̄Hertz � (P=E)2=3 for the Hertzian contact law that we use, and as P̄Hook � PDmean =kgrain299

for a linear ( F n / �ij) Hookean contact law (appropriate for 2-D simulations, with k grain being the300

adopted grain-grain spring stiffness), also plays a role. Both versions of P̄ are proportional to the301

nominal elastic strain of grains subjected the applied load, given the adopted contact law (Salerno302

et al., 2018; DeGiuli & Wyart, 2017), and we only distinguish between them when necessary. For303

granular gouge with a quartz-like modulus ( E � 50 to 70 GPa) and normal stresses from 2 to 50304

MPa, P̄Hertz varies from � 10� 3 to 10 � 2 ; the “rigid grain” (undeforming) limit is thought to be305

reached in the limit P̄. 10� 3 (DeGiuli & Wyart, 2017; de Coulomb et al., 2017).306

The steady-state behavior of sheared granular layers has been studied extensively in the past307

two decades, using both simulations and experiments. Most numerical studies have explored values308

of I n from roughly 10� 5 to 100 , crossing the quasi-static to inertial transition. These studies gener-309

ally find steady-state friction to be well fit by a power-law of the form � s s = �0+ b I n
� , with �0 , b and310

� being fitting parameters. When plotted vs log(I n ) or log(V ), friction is strongly velocity(rate)-311

strengthening within the inertial regime, transitioning to weakly velocity-strengthening and ulti-312

mately asymptoting to velocity-neutral with decreasing I n within the quasi-static regime (da Cruz et313

al., 2005; de Coulomb et al., 2017; Kamrin & Koval, 2014; Hatano, 2007). In contrast, some labora-314

tory studies of sheared granular flow find velocity-weakening behavior within the quasi-static regime315

(Dijksman et al., 2011; Kuwano et al., 2013; G. H. Wortel et al., 2014), but potentially this could be316

due to time-dependent contact-scale processes not accounted for in the numerical simulations. How-317

ever, in a theoretical study DeGiuli and Wyart (2017) concluded that a sheared 2-D granular layer318

with a Hookean contact law changes behavior from velocity-strengthening for I n & 10� 3 to slightly319

velocity-weakening at lower I n , asymptoting to velocity-neutral as I n decreases further, provided320

P̄. 10� 3 .321

Studies of granular gouge layers away from steady state are much less common and are mostly322

restricted to the geological literature. Using a model of a sheared granular fault gouge, Morgan323

(2004) observed both the direct and state evolution effects in velocity-stepping tests, and the logarithmic-324

with-time healing of friction upon resliding in slide-hold-slide tests. In those simulations Morgan325

introduced a time-dependent grain-grain contact law, with �g / log[ contact time]. Likewise, Abe et326

al. (2002) implemented the Slip law version of state evolution to describe the time-dependence of the327

grain-grain friction coefficient in slide-hold-slide simulations, and again observed logarithmic heal-328

ing of friction with time upon resliding. Because both of these studies introduced time-dependence329

at the contact scale, it is difficult to isolate the purely geometrical contribution of granular flow to330

the transient frictional behavior they observed. Furthermore, neither study compared their results to331

laboratory experiments at the level of detail required, for example, to distinguish between competing332

state evolution laws. Hatano (2009) simulated velocity-stepping experiments, in 3 dimensions but333
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using a linear (Hookean) contact law for grain-grain interactions, for a range of inertial numbers334

10� 5 / I n / 10, and dimensionless pressures 10� 5 . P̄ . 10� 1 . He observed a critical slip dis-335

tance that scaled linearly with the size of the velocity steps, behavior that is not reproduced by our336

simulations and that is also inconsistent with laboratory rock friction experiments.337

In the RSF framework, a steady-state velocity-weakening system and a system stiffness be-338

low a critical value are necessary conditions for stick-slip motion. Using a very soft spring for339

applying the sliding velocity ( k spring � 3 � 10� 5k grain , where k grain is grain stiffness), Aharonov and340

Sparks (2004) performed DEM simulations of a two dimensional confined sheared granular layer341

for 6 � 10� 4 . I n . 0:2 and 10� 5 . P̄ . 10� 3 . They showed that the frictional behavior changes342

from stick-slip to oscillatory motion to steady-sliding as I n increases. Similar behavior was later re-343

produced by Ferdowsi et al. (2013). Neither Aharonov and Sparks (2004) nor Ferdowsi et al. (2013)344

directly measured the steady-state friction coefficient as a function of velocity, so it is not clear if345

their systems were in the rate-weakening regime when stick-slip behavior emerged, or whether in346

granular systems stick-slip may occur despite the system being rate-strengthening. One could imag-347

ine, for example, that with a sufficiently soft spring and a system small enough for only a small348

number of force chains to develop, collapse of a force chain might lead to sudden accelerations. The349

existence, origins and controls of a transition from rate-weakening to rate-strengthening behavior350

in sheared granular layers is still a matter of much debate (Perrin et al., 2019; van Hecke, 2015).351

Recent experimental and numerical studies show that the variation of friction coefficient with shear352

rate and inertial number depends on the grain shape, surface roughness, and size distribution (Mair353

et al., 2002; Salerno et al., 2018; Murphy, Dahmen, & Jaeger, 2019; Murphy, MacKeith, et al.,354

2019). In our preliminary results examining the influence of grain size distribution, we find that the355

behavior changes from velocity strengthening to approximately velocity neutral when the grain size356

distribution is changed from quasi-normal to quasi-exponential.357

A continuum model for the flow of amorpho us materials, recently applied to granular gouge,358

is known as Shear Transformation Zone (STZ) theory (Lema ˆ ıtre, 2002; Manning et al., 2007). In359

response to imposed velocity steps, STZ models exhibit both a direct velocity effect and an opposing360

state evolution effect, consistent with lab experiments and RSF (Daub & Carlson, 2008; Lieou et361

al., 2017). However, STZ models have yet to be compared to lab data at the level of, for example,362

establishing the basic result that the slip distance for stress (or state) evolution following an imposed363

velocity step is independent of the magnitude and sign of that step (Bhattacharya et al., 2015). Such364

tests matter because, as stated previously, simply documenting that a model has a direct and an365

evolution effect is insufficient justification for applying it to processes such as earthquake nucleation366

(Ampuero & Rubin, 2008). Furthermore, in the most recent versions of STZ (Lieou et al., 2017; Ma367

& Elbanna, 2018), variations in the state variable (“compactivity”) are assumed to be proportional368

to the gouge volume (thickness) change. However, both our granular simulations and laboratory369

friction experiments (to be discussed in section 5.2), and recent granular physics studies (Bililign et370

al., 2019; Puckett & Daniels, 2013) indicate that gouge thickness change is an inadequate description371

of state. Continuum approaches such as STZ theory may benefit from detailed studies of the granular372

physics of RSF of the sort described in this manuscript.373

5 Results374

5.1 Steady-state friction375

The results of granular simulations run to quasi-steady-state at different normal stresses and376

driving velocities are shown in Figure 2. Because individual runs tend to be somewhat noisy, pre-377

sumably due to the relatively small system size, each data point is averaged over seven different378

realizations (initial packings) of the granular fault gouge, and each of these realizations is averaged379

over a sliding distance of five times the mean grain diameter D mean . Friction in this and all figures in380

this paper is defined as the ratio of shear to normal stress �=�, with � and � defined as the shear and381

normal force per unit area exerted by the gouge particles on the upper (driving) plate. This definition382

ensures that we are measuring the frictional strength of the gouge at the boundary with the upper383

plate, should that differ from the applied spring force (any mismatch leading to acceleration of the384
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Figure 2. (A) The variation of steady-state friction coefficient with driving velocity at three different normal

stresses. (B) The same data plotted as a function of inertial number ( In ). (C) The variation of steady-state

gouge thickness at different driving velocities as a function of In , for the same three normal stresses. Error bars

indicate one standard deviation of all friction measurements over a sliding distance of 5D mean for each of the

seven different realizations (initial grain arrangements) at each normal stress and Vlp. Most error bars in (C)

are smaller than the symbol size. The dashed teal and brown lines in (C) show the temporal evolution (upper

horizontal axis) of gouge thickness in the hold experiments shown in panel (D). (D) The evolution of gouge

thickness with time during slide-hold experiments at V i= 2 � 10� 1 and 2 � 10� 2 m/s. Zero time in these plots

marks the start of the hold (the halting of the upper driving plate). The teal and brown dots and arrows show

the starting point and temporal progression of the curves that we plot in panel (C) (time progresses to the left

in C). The confining pressure is �n = 5 MPa.

upper plate). In the absence of significant accelerations that are coherent when averaged over x � y385

planes, from force balance the shear stress as we have defined it is uniform throughout the gouge.386

The nominal friction coefficient in Figure 2A, � 0:33, is low by laboratory standards. This387

low value is likely due to the use of spherical grains, as laboratory studies also show mean nom-388

inal friction coefficients in the range 0:25 � 0:45 for glass beads and for synthetic gouge layers389

produced from spherical grains (Anthony & Marone, 2005). Mair et al. (2002) also found that by390

changing grain shapes from smooth spherical to angular the mean steady-state friction increases391

from � 0:45 to � 0:6. A recent computational study by Salerno et al. (2018) further shows that using392

non-spherical grains shifts the dynamic friction versus inertial number curves upward uniformly,393

increasing mean friction values from 0:25 � 0:35 for spheres to the 0:5 � 0:6 range for rounded-edge394

cubic grains. Note that for comparison to RSF we are primarily concerned with the variations of395

friction with slip rate and slip history. In the absence of thermal weakening mechanisms, numerical396

simulations of fault slip in an elastic solid depend only upon the time-variation of friction and not397

its absolute value.398

For our default model we find steady-state friction to vary essentially linearly with the logarithm399

of slip speed over the full range of parameters we have explored. Such behavior has been previously400

observed in solid-on-solid friction in many different materials (Baumberger et al., 1999; Berthoud et401

al., 1999; J. H. Dieterich, 1979; A. Ruina, 1983; Karner & Marone, 1998), as well as in experiments402

with spherical and non-spherical granular particles at low inertial numbers (Hartley & Behringer,403

2003; Behringer et al., 2008) [although it is arguable that in experiments, time-dependent contact-404

scale processes may contribute to the observed logarithmic rate-dependence (Heslot et al., 1994;405

Nakatani, 2001)]. We find velocity-strengthening behavior over the range of parameters explored406

thus far, consistent with many experiments on gouge, although many other gouge experiments show407

nearly velocity-neutral behavior (Marone, 1998b; Marone et al., 1990). The value of j a � b j from the408

slope of our data, � 0:0055, is slightly high by lab standards, but Marone et al. (1990) found values409

as high as 0:005 for laboratory gouge, and we emphasize that unlike standard RSF and STZ theory410

this value is an output of the model and not a tunable parameter.411
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Note that in Figure 2A the friction coefficient increases slightly with decreasing normal stress.412

This is not a feature of standard RSF, but it is consistent with some laboratory data (e.g., J. H. Di-413

eterich, 1972). If the data are plotted against the inertial number I n rather than velocity (Figure 2B),414

there is a near collapse of all observations onto a single curve, as expected from previous work. Rel-415

ative to previous numerical studies we explore a somewhat lower range of I n (roughly 10� 7 � 10� 2 ,416

compared to 10� 5 � 100 ). While those previous studies found steady-state friction to have a power-417

law dependence upon I n , they are nonetheless consistent with ours in that for the overlapping range418

of I n ( � 10� 5 � 10� 2 ) they can be fit quite well by a logarithmic dependence of friction upon I n ,419

with a slope not much different than ours (Hatano, 2007). It is within the inertial regime of flow,420

for I n & 10� 2 , that the steady-state friction vs. log(I n ) curves in previous studies become strongly421

concave-up and require a power-law fit. Our steady-state results differ from previous simulations422

mostly in extending the range of I n lower by � 2 orders of magnitude, the lowest we can achieve in423

a few weeks of computation time. We find the logarithmic dependence to continue to those lower424

values, while the power-law fits adopted by previous studies continue to flatten with decreasing I n425

(for further discussion see supplementary information Section 1 and supplementary Figure S1).426

To estimate how our range of I n compares to that accessed by typical laboratory gouge friction427

experiments, we note with reference to equation (15) that such experiments typically don’t vary428

very far from our value of (�=P)1=2 . This means that if our adopted value of D mean =H � 1=13 is429

appropriate, our simulations will have basically the same I n as a lab experiment with the same V .430

The synthetic gouge experiments of Mair and Marone (1999), for example, spanned slip speeds of431

0.3–3000 � m/s, compared to our lowest V of 200 � m/s. Thus, typical low-velocity lab friction432

experiments can be expected to overlap the lowest values of I n we explore, but to extend to values433

of I n several orders of magnitude lower still. At slip speeds within the upper half of our range,434

say 0.1 m/s, thermal weakening mechanisms are expected to dominate over classical RSF in rock435

friction experiments (e.g., Rice, 2006). To estimate I n for the Mair and Marone (1999) experiments436

more precisely we can use their P= 25 MPa and initial value of D mean =H � 1=30 (initial grain size437

50–150 � m; gouge thickness 3 mm), to obtain 10� 10 < I n < 10� 6 . For experiments accompanied438

by grain comminution and strain localization over a thickness H eff , I n will vary to the extent that439

D mean =H eff varies from � 1/30 (although the behavior at a given I n could change for non-spherical440

particles, and if the grain size distribution becomes very large then the appropriate choice of D mean441

in the definition of I n might need to be re-examined). Based upon experimental studies summarized442

by Rice (2006), shear bands in granular sands with a relatively narrow size distribution often satisfy443

D mean =H eff � 1=10 � 1=20.444

The steady-state gouge thickness H in our simulations decreases with increasing normal stress,445

but increases quasi-linearly with log(I n ) at a rate that is only weakly dependent on normal stress446

(Figure 2C). The logarithmic rate-dependence of gouge thickness, with the gouge thickness change447

� H being � 0:1D mean per order of magnitude increase in driving velocity, also seems roughly448

consistent with laboratory observations (Rathbun & Marone, 2013; Beeler & Tullis, 1997; Marone449

& Kilgore, 1993). (We show in the next section that in our simulations 0:1D mean � 0:05D c , which450

enables a comparison with lab experiments where D c is estimated but not D mean .)451

The temporal evolution of the gouge layer thickness in two slide-hold simulations is shown452

in semi-log scale in Figure 2D. Both the friction coefficient (shown later in Figure 12A) and the453

gouge thickness show a relaxation with the logarithm of time. We compare the compaction rate of454

the gouge during the holds to the d ilation rate as a function of inertial number in Figure 2C. The455

similar slopes of the thickness data from the steady-sliding experiments (dots) and the holds (teal456

and brown lines) show that the reduction in gouge thickness that results from a ten-fold increase457

in hold duration is comparable to the reduction from a ten-fold decrease in inertial number ( � slip458

speed). This suggests that the origin of the velocity-dependence of steady-state gouge thickness may459

lie in the same slow relaxation process that operates during holds. J. H. Dieterich (1978) proposed460

a somewhat analogous equivalency between increased hold duration and decreased slip speed in461

laboratory experiments: That contact strength increased logarithmically with age, whether that age462

was defined as the duration of a hold, or as the typical contact lifetime (contact dimension divided463

by the steady sliding speed).464
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5.2 Velocity step simulations465

The results of several granular velocity-step simulations, with load-point velocity increases of466

1 � 4 orders of magnitude, are shown in Figure 3A. “Slip” on the horizontal axis in this and all467

subsequent figures is the inelastic displacement as defined by equations (13) and (14). The solid468

curves show the measured friction relative to the future steady-state value. Immediately following469

the velocity increase there is a stress increase, roughly proportional to the logarithm of the velocity470

jump, representing a direct velocity effect, followed by a quasi-exponential decay to the new steady471

state value, representing a state evolution effect (the system is stiff enough that V over the stress472

decay is essentially identical to the load-point velocity, so from equation (1) there is a linear relation473

between the change in friction and the change in log state following the friction peak). This friction474

decay occurs over a sliding distance of a few mean grain diameters.475
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A

Figure 3. (A) Results from step velocity increases with initial load-point velocity V i = 2 � 10� 4 m/s. The

friction coefficient, plotted relative to its future steady state value to emphasize the state evolution, is shown

as a function of shear slip distance normalized by D mean . Slip in this and later figures is defined to be zero at

the time of the step. The curve for the 4-order increase to V f = 2 m/s jumps discontinuously backward to a

small negative slip value because equation (13) does not account for elastodynamic effects (see Appendix B).

The gray curves are the friction signals rescaled as � 0:05(� � � s s )=b ln( V f=Vi) (the � 0:05 is used just to make

all signals visible on the same axis). The dashed lines show the prediction of the Slip law with b = 0:0178,

a = 0:0247 and D c = 1:78D mean (see text). (B) The solid lines show the variation of friction with normalized

slip from panel (A). The dashed lines show the difference between the steady-state gouge thickness H s s and the

current thickness H , normalized by the mean grain diameter D mean (the gouge dilates with slip). The results

are averaged over seven different realizations of the same imposed loading conditions, with �n fixed at 5 MPa.

Given the increase in steady-state gouge thickness with slip speed/inertial number (Figure 2C),476

it seems reasonable to suggest that the direct velocity effect comes from sliding at the new (higher)477

slip speed but with the old (compacted) gouge thickness, while the state evolution effect is associated478

with the gradual approach to the new steady-state gouge thickness. A direct correspondence between479

state and gouge porosity has also been proposed in the context of both RSF (Segall & Rice, 1995;480

Sleep, 2006) and STZ theory (Lieou et al., 2017). However, although this view has some intuitive481

appeal, we show below that it is too simplistic; there is not a one-to-one relation between “state” and482

gouge thickness. (We also note here, in anticipation of results to be presented in section 5.2.2, that483

in simulations that use the same particle size distribution but a gouge thickness H 1.8 times larger,484

the gouge evolves to steady state over a slip distance roughly 1.8 times larger; that is, state evolution485

seems to be governed by a critical strain rather than by a critical slip distance. For convenience, we486

speak here of a critical slip distance. This does not alter our previous estimate of � H=D c for a given487
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log velocity change, where � H is the change in gouge thickness, because in our simulations both488

� H and D c are proportional to H .)489

The gray curves in Figure 3A show these friction changes normalized by the logarithm of the490

velocity jump, and are flipped for ease of visualization. That the gray curves all nearly overlap,491

that is, have approximately the same scaled amplitude and approach the new steady state over the492

same sliding distance, is entirely consistent with the Slip law description of state evolution with493

quasi-constant values of a, b , and D c (Bhattacharya et al., 2015). Using a simplex method we find494

the single set of (Slip law) RSF parameters that best matches these velocity jumps to be a � 0:025,495

b � 0:018, and D c � 1:8D mean . These values of a and b are on the high side but are within a factor496

of 2 of those commonly cited for rock and gouge, and we again emphasize that they are an output497

of the model and not an input. The dashed curves in Figure 3A show the Slip law predictions for498

these velocity steps, using these parameter values. The Slip law predicts the behavior of the granular499

model quite well, excluding the initial rounding that occurs over a slip distance of up to � D mean in500

the simulations. For the 4-order velocity jump to 2 m/s there is some contribution to the measured501

shear stress from bulk inertia of the gouge; however, this contribution is expected to be small for502

slip distances larger than a modest fraction of D mean , and should not influence the Slip law fit to the503

data (Appendix B).504

Figure 3B shows the variation of gouge thickness with slip distance (dashed lines) in compar-505

ison to the variation of friction coefficient, for the same velocity steps in panel A. The simulations506

show that the gouge layer approaches its future steady state thickness H s s over a slip distance com-507

parable to the slip distance for the evolution of friction (the gouge dilates with slip, but we plot508

H s s � H for easier comparison to the friction data). The good correlation between gouge thickness509

and friction (and hence log[state]), and the accepted parallels between state and gouge thickness510

(i.e., that the mushrooming of asperities that increases contact area also brings the surfaces closer511

together (Sleep, 1997)), make it natural to ask whether variations in gouge thickness are a useful512

proxy for variations in state.513

Figure 4A shows results for similar simulations with an initial steady-state load-point velocity514

of 10� 2 m/s, and velocity steps of up to +2 and � 3 orders of magnitude. These show that friction515

evolves to its new steady state over a slip distance that is independent of the sign as well as the mag-516

nitude of the velocity step, again precisely the Slip-law description of state evolution. The variation517

of gouge thickness during these velocity steps is shown in Figure 4B, which indicates that the gouge518

thickness for velocity step increases evolves to its new steady state over a slip distance comparable to519

that for the evolution of stress, as in Figure 3B. In contrast, the gouge thickness during velocity step520

decreases evolves to its new steady state over a slip distance shorter than that observed for the fric-521

tion coefficient in the same experiments, especially for the two- and three-order-of-magnitude step522

downs. This is emphasized by the gray curves in Figure 4B, which show the thickness evolution for523

the step velocity decreases, flipped and rescaled to cover the same range as the corresponding 1- and524

2-order step increases (the total thickness change is larger for the step increases). This asymmetry525

of the transient response to changes in driving velocity, in conjunction with the symmetric response526

of the friction coefficient, indicates that gouge thickness is an incomplete description of state. Other527

aspects of the granular structure, such as force fabric and structural anisotropy, must contribute to528

the state of the system.529

The prediction that gouge thickness evolves much more rapidly with slip in response to step530

velocity decreases than increases appears to be borne out by laboratory experiments (Figure 4C; see531

also Rathbun and Marone (2013, Figures 6-7) and Mair and Marone (1999, Figure 10a)), although532

a more systematic comparison to existing lab data is certainly warranted. In fact, the asymmetric533

response of the gouge thickness in the simulations is very reminiscent of the Aging law prediction534

for friction, especially the modified form of the Aging law that T. Li and Rubin (2017) argued was535

more faithful to the underlying concept of contact “age” (their Figure 5a). We will return to this536

point during the discussion of slide-hold simulations.537

The single set of (Slip law) RSF parameters that best matches the velocity steps with V i= 10 � 2
538

m/s are determined from the simplex method to be a = 0:024, b = 0:018, and D c = 1:7D mean , very539
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similar to the values determined previously for the step increases from V i= 2 � 10� 4 m/s. Laboratory540

investigations of the velocity-dependence of the RSF parameters show somewhat mixed results. For541

order-of-magnitude velocity steps on initially bare granite samples, B. D. Kilgore et al. (1993) found542

variations of a and b of no more than a few tens of percent for initial velocities ranging over 4 orders543

of magnitude. In contrast, similar experimental proto cols conducted by Mair and Marone (1999)544

on synthetic fault gouge indicate that D c increases systematically by up to 2 orders of magnitude,545

and that (for sample slip distances exceeding � 15 mm) a decreases systematically by a factor of546

2–3, as the initial velocity increases over a range of 3 orders of magnitude. However, using similar547

starting materials, Bhattacharya et al. (2015) found that velocity step increases of 1 and 2 orders of548

magnitude from a single starting velocity, and step decreases of 1 and 2 orders of magnitude back to549

that same velocity, were fit extremely well by the Slip law with constant RSF parameters.550
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Figure 4. The variation of (A) friction coefficient and (B) gouge thickness, in simulations with velocity steps

up to +2 and � 3 orders of magnitude. The initial driving velocity in all tests is V i= 10 � 2 m/s. The simulation

with V f = 10 � 5 m/s has yet to run to completion (the future steady state values are estimates only), but is

sufficient to demonstrate that the thickness initially varies much more rapidly than stress. The gray curves in

(A) are the step-down simulations, flipped to emphasize the stress symmetry between the step increases and

decreases. The results in both panels are averaged over seven different realizations, with normal stress fixed at

5 MPa. (C) The variation of porosity in gouge experiments in response to � 1 order of magnitude increases and

decreases in velocity from and back to the initial velocity of V = 1 � m/s. The experiments were performed

by Marone et al. (1990, as reported by Segall and Rice, 1995) on water saturated but drained ( � constant pore

pressure) layers of Ottawa sand. The gray curves in panels (B) and (C) are step-down simulations (B) and the

lab experiment (C), flipped and scaled to the same initial value as the corresponding step up, to emphasize the

much more rapid response (with respect to slip) of porosity (thickness) to the velocity step decreases.

5.2.1 The influence of confining pressure551

In addition to velocity steps at a normal stress of �n = 5 MPa and initial velocities V i of 10� 2
552

and 2 � 10� 4 m/s, we also conducted 1- to 3-order-of-magnitude velocity increases at �n = 1, 5 and553

25 MPa at V i = 10 � 3 m/s. The results, shown in Figure 5, indicate that the magnitude of direct and554

evolution effects vary slightly but not systematically with �n . We again search for the single sets555

of (Slip law) parameters that best match all the velocity jumps at each confining pressure, using the556

simplex method (Table 2). Except for D c being modestly larger at the largest �n , and a and b being557

larger at the smallest �n , the parameters seem to be largely independent of confining pressure.558

559
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Figure 5. The variation of normalized friction coefficient, (� � � s s )=ln( V f=Vi), for velocity step-ups of

(A) one order, (B) two orders, and (C) three orders of magnitude, in systems with confining pressure �n =
1, 5, and 25 MPa. With this normalization, rough estimates of a (the jump across the velocity step) and b (the

amplitude of the decay following the peak) can be read directly from the vertical scale (the signal/noise ratio

increases with the size of the velocity step). The initial driving velocity is V i = 10 � 3 m/s in all tests. The

results are averaged over seven different realizations of the same imposed loading conditions.

Table 2. The RSF parameters obtained for velocity steps at �n = 1;5 and 25 MPa and V i =560

10� 3 m/s.561

Normal stress RSF parameters

�n a b a � b D c =Dmean

1 MPa 0:0290 0:0226 0:0064 1:83
5 MPa 0:0202 0:0135 0:0067 1:92
25 MPa 0:0232 0:0145 0:0087 3:23

562

5.2.2 Critical slip distance or critical strain?563

The critical slip distance in our default system velocity-step experiments is roughly 1:7 times564

the mean particle diameter D mean (see Figs. 3-4). This seems reasonable, given that in laboratory565

fault friction experiments the critical slip distance D c is often interpreted as being close to an as-566

perity size (Marone, 1998b; J. H. Dieterich et al., 1981). However, laboratory data are somewhat567

ambiguous with regard to whether a critical strain or a critical slip distance controls the approach568

to a new frictional equilibrium. J. H. Dieterich et al. (1981) reported that the critical slip distance569

is largely independent of gouge thickness, an observation he interpreted as indicative of slip local-570

ization within the gouge (i.e., a critical strain over a layer thickness that was insensitive to gouge571

thickness). Marone and Kilgore (1993) reported that some gouges had a critical slip distance that572

increased quasi-linearly with gouge thickness (i.e., a critical strain), while others had a much weaker573

dependence upon thickness, possibly reflecting variable degrees of localization.574

We have run step velocity increase simulations from V i = 10 � 2 m/s using the model that has575

twice the dimensions of the default model (although 1.8 times the thickness), with all other grain576

and system properties being identical to the default model. A comparison to the default model is577

shown in Figure 6. We find that the critical slip distance following velocity steps is 1.9 times as578

long in simulations with 1.8 times the model thickness (RSF parameters: a= 0:028, b = 0:019, and579

D c =Dmean = 3:3, compared to a = 0:024, b = 0:018, and D c =Dmean = 1:7 for the default model at580

V i = 10 � 2 m/s), suggesting that indeed it is a critical strain that governs the approach to the new581

steady state. As a result, rescaling the slip distance (x-axis) by the ratio of the model dimensions582
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Figure 6. (A) The variation of normalized friction coefficient with normalized slip for velocity step-ups of

1 � 2 orders of magnitude, in the default system and the system with twice the domain size. (B) The variation of

the gouge thickness normalized by the initial gouge thickness for the same velocity steps in (A). In both panels,

the slip distance (x-axis) is scaled by the ratio of the gouge thickness to the default gouge thickness H default .

V i= 10 � 2 m/s and �n = 5 MPa. The results are averaged over seven different realizations of the same imposed

loading conditions.

shows that the frictional behavior for both systems almost collapses (with some noise) to a single583

curve. The critical strain, using  xz = @u x =@z+ @u z=@x = @u x =@z, is  xzc � D c =H � 0:13. In584

contrast, the gouge thickness curves, when normalized by their (future) steady-state values, do not585

completely collapse when plotted as a function of rescaled slip distance (Figure 6B). We obtained586

similar results (not shown here) for V i= 10 � 1 and 10� 3 m/s.587

5.2.3 The gouge dilation angle588

Several authors have commented on the potentially important contribution of fault gouge di-589

latancy or compaction to the measured value of friction (Morrow & Byerlee, 1989; Morgan, 2004;590

Marone et al., 1990; Beeler & Tullis, 1997). Marone et al. (1990) proposed that the “apparent”591

friction, �A , defined as the ratio of the shear to normal stress �=� (what is measured in laboratory592

experiments and our numerical simulations), can be written593

�
�

= �A = �f +
d� n
d� s

; (16)

where d� n =d� s is the instantaneous ratio of fault-normal displacement �n to slip �s (dilation taken594

to be positive and compaction negative here), and �f can be considered to be some hypothetical595

“intrinsic” friction that would be measured in the absence of fault-normal displacements.596

Changes in d� n =d� s in lab experiments are often larger than changes in the observed friction597

�A . Because of this, Beeler and Tullis (1997) pointed out that if �f is thought to be given by598

equation (1), the direct effect parameter a would have to be negative; i.e., at constant state, materials599

would have to weaken with increasing slip speed. As this violates standard interpretations of the600

source of the direct effect, they argued that �f should be interpreted not as resulting from the total601

energy dissipated in the fault zone, but as only the energy dissipated in fault-parallel shear. They602

showed that with this definition of �f , the time-dependent plastic contribution to d� n =d� s should be603

neglected in equation (16).604

For granular models we are not persuaded that it is useful to speak of an “intrinsic” friction605

that is distinct from the contribution of dilatancy to the measured �A . And, as a practical matter, it606
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Figure 7. (A-C-E) The variation of frictional resistance and normalized gouge thickness with slip distance

in velocity step tests. Slip here is normalized by the nominal gouge thickness H 0 , so the horizontal axis is

the nominal shear strain. (A): The default model with step increases of 1 and 2 orders of magnitude. (C):

The default model with step decreases of 1 and 2 orders of magnitude. (E): Step increases of 1 and 2 orders

of magnitude in the system with twice the dimensions of the default model. The thickness change in these

panels is normalized by H 0 , so the vertical axis is the nominal dilational strain, but the scale factor relating

the normalized thickness and friction axes in each panel is the same as in Figure 4. (D-B-F) The variation of

friction and normal to shear deformation rate with respect to normalized slip distance for the same experiments

shown in the panels immediately above. The ratio between the d� n =d� s and friction scales ( 1:44) is the same

in all panels. The d� n =d� s minima in panel (D) are at � 0:25 and � 1:38 (the latter off scale) for the 1- and

2-order step decreases, respectively. All experiments are performed at �n = 5 MPa and V i = 10 � 2 m/s; H 0 is

taken to be the value of H s s under these conditions. The results are averaged over seven different realizations

of the same imposed loading conditions.

is not trivial to separate d� n =d� s as observed in laboratory experiments into time-dependent plastic607

and slip-dependent geometric components, as advocated by Beeler and Tullis (1997). Nonetheless,608

our measurements of d� n =d� s can be compared to both laboratory experiments and our measured609

�A . Figure 7 shows the evolution of friction, the gouge layer thickness, and d� n =d� s , for 1- and610

2-order-of-magnitude velocity step increases and decreases for our default model, as well as 1- and611

2-order-of-magnitude step increases for the model with dimensions twice as large. The scale factor612

between friction and thickness changes in panels A, C, and E is the same as in Figures 3, 4, and613

6. As in those figures, there is a reasonably close correlation between the measured friction and614

gouge thickness for the step increases but not the step decreases. However, the correlation between615

the measured friction and d� n =d� s for the step increases, as well as for the step decreases once the616

system is close to steady state, is even more striking. Note the difference in scale; the variation in617

d� n =d� s is about 40–50% larger than the variation in �A . In steady-sliding laboratory experiments618

on 2-D glass rods, Frye and Marone (2002) found a ratio closer to 1. Hazzard and Mair (2003)619

also found a ratio of � 1 at steady state for both 2-D and 3-D granular simulations with Hertzian620

grain-grain interactions.621

Our granular simulations show that upon a step increase in velocity, the maximum value of622

d� n =d� s exceeds the direct-effect friction change � � direct by anywhere from a few tens of percent623

to a factor of about two (Figures 7B and 7F). The difference is larger in our simulated velocity-step624
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decreases; because of the more rapid evolution of thickness with slip, d� n =d� s following the velocity625

step exceeds � � direct by more than a factor of 5 for the 1-order step down and more than a factor of626

10 for the 2-order step down (Figure 7D). These results are within the ballpark of laboratory values.627

In experiments on synthetic gouge in a triaxial shear apparatus, Marone et al. (1990, figures 20-21)628

find that d� n =d� s exceeds � � direct by a factor of 4–6, independent of the magnitude of the velocity629

step, for bo th step increases and the one step decrease shown. Using data from the same paper,630

however, and plotting thickness as a fu nction of slip, Segall and Rice (1995) show an example631

(reproduced here as Figure 4C) for which d� n =d� s is significantly larger for the step down than632

the step up. Similarly, Mair and Marone (1999, figure 10a) show thickness vs. slip for a 1-order633

velocity step increase and decrease in a double-direct shear experiment on synthetic gouge where634

( d� n =d� s )=� � direct is about 2.5 for the step increase, but many times larger for the step decrease635

(for the step increase ( d� n =d� s )=� � direct � 0:03=0:005ln[10] , where 0.005 is the value of a for636

�n = 25 MPa, total slip 18–20 mm, and V = 1 to 10 mm/s in their figure 8a). Using a rotary637

shear apparatus, Beeler and Tullis (1997) present data from 1-order velocity step decreases where638

d� n =d� s exceeds � � direct by a few tens of percent for initially intact granite that develops a gouge639

layer through wear, and by a factor of about 2.5 for synthetic granite gouge. This is an area where a640

more thorough comparison between the granular gouge simulations and existing laboratory data is641

certainly warranted.642

As a final investigation of equation (16), we ran velocity-step simulations while enforcing a643

constant volume (gouge thickness) boundary condition ( d� n =d� s = 0 , so �A = �f ). For a step644

increase this entails a transient increase in normal stress, as the gouge, which dilates at constant nor-645

mal stress, is prevented from doing so. Remarkably, the transient friction response in the constant-646

volume simulations is indistinguishable from that in the corresponding constant-normal-stress sim-647

ulations (Figure 8). We are thus faced with the surprising observation that at constant normal stress648

there is a very close correlation between d� n =d� s and �A for most of the friction evolution after the649

step velocity increases in Figs. 7B and 7F, seemingly consistent with the spirit of equation (16),650

while essentially identical friction evolution occurs in simulations in which d� n =d� s is forced to be651

zero.652

Vf
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Figure 8. Results from constant-volume velocity-step experiments. (A) shows the variation of friction;

(B) and (C) show the variation of shear and normal stress applied by gouge grains to the driving plate, as

functions of slip distance. All experiments use the default model with an initial normal stress of 5 MPa and

V i= 2 � 10� 4 m/s. Gray lines in (A) show the frictional behavior for the corresponding constant normal stress

experiments. The results are averaged over seven different realizations of the same imposed sliding conditions.

5.2.4 Is there localization in the granular gouge layer?653

A plot of the particle velocity through the gouge, u x (z), spatially averaged over x and y and654

temporally averaged over an upper plate displacement of 0:1D mean , is shown in Figure 9A for a655

steady-state shearing simulation performed at the load-point velocity V lp = 10 � 2 m/s. The steady-656

sliding velocity profile decays linearly away from the shearing plate, and shows no sign of localiza-657
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tion. Following an order of magnitude velocity-step increase, we further measure the velocity vari-658

ation with distance from the driving plate during the first 0:001 D mean , 0:01 D mean and 0:1 D mean659

shearing distance. The results are plotted in Figures 9B-D and show no signs of strain localization660

immediately or shortly after the velocity step (in Figure 9B the shear wave generated by the velocity661

step at the upper pate has yet to reach the bottom plate; see Appendix B). Hatano (2015) suggested662

that the duration of the friction transient following his simulated velocity steps might correspond to663

the slip distance required for the gouge to ap pro ach its new steady state velocity profile, but as this664

occurs over distances < 0:1D mean in Figure 9, compared to slip distances of several D mean for the665

friction transient, this is clearly not the case in our simulations.666
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Figure 9. The velocity profile of the granular gouge in the default system. The driving velocity is initially

V i = 10 � 2 m/s, as in Figure 4. Panel (A) shows the velocity profile at steady sliding with velocity V i, mea-
sured over a slip distance 0:1 D mean . Panels (B), (C) and (D) show the velocity profiles measured in the first

0:001 D mean , 0:01 D mean , and 0:1 D mean , respectively, following an order of magnitude step velocity in-

crease. In (B), the shear wave generated by the velocity jump at the upper plate just 3 � 10� 5 s earlier has

traversed only about half the gouge thickness (see Appendix B). The normal stress is fixed at 5 MPa. The

indicated velocity is a spatial average over the x and y directions.

The absence of localization in our system is also consistent with the adopted dimensionless667

pressure ( P̄Hertz = [P=E]2=3 � 2 � 10� 3 for �n = 5 MPa), which puts it near the stiff or rigid grain668

limit. The studies by de Coulomb et al. (2017) and Bouzid et al. (2015) show that in our range669

of packing pressure and inertial numbers, systems do not show persistent localized deformation,670

although Aharonov and Sparks (2002) report periods of spontaneous transient slip localization in671

2-D simulations with P̄Hook = 10 � 3 . In contrast, persistent patterns of localized deformation in the672

form of simple shear bands are expected in systems that operate in the soft grain regime ( P̄ �673

10� 3 ) (de Coulomb et al., 2017; Le Bouil et al., 2014; Amon et al., 2012; Darnige et al., 2011).674

In laboratory experiments on synthetic gouge (Sleep et al., 2000), and gouge formed by wear of675

initially intact rock (Beeler et al., 1996), slip appears to be localized, but this may be associated676

with processes such as grain breakage that are not included in our model (see Abe and Mair (2009)677

for a granular simulation that includes breakage at the grain scale, and Aghababaei et al. (2018) for678

atomistic simulations that include asperity breakage and wear at the atomic scale).679
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A B

Figure 10. (A) The variation of steady-state friction coefficient with driving velocity in the default system

at three different normal stresses, and in systems with different values of the grain-grain friction coefficient,

restitution coefficient, size (smaller by 100x), ratio of steady-state gouge thickness H s s to mean particle di-

ameter D mean (1.8 � larger), and grain size distribution (quasi-exponential). (B) The variation of H s s =Dmean
for the simulations in (A). For models that have a different number of grains per unit area ( L x � L y ) than the

default model, the ratio H s s =Dmean has been further normalized by the ratio of that number to the number of

grains per unit area in the default model (a correction that is � 10% for the models with the same L x and L y ).

This normalization is performed for the systems with quasi-exponential grain size distribution, with 1.8 times

the H s s =Dmean of the default model (2H), and with different restitution coefficients and grain-grain friction

coefficients. Error bars indicate one standard deviation of all friction measurements over a sliding distance of

5D for each of seven different realizations (initial grain arrangements). Most error bars in (B) are smaller than

the symbol size.

5.2.5 The influences of grain-grain friction coefficient, restitution coefficient, and grain680

size681

To explore the generality of our observations and which grain-scale properties may influence682

the results, we investigated the steady-state behavior, and the transient response to velocity-steps,683

of systems with different grain-grain friction coefficients, grain-grain restitution coefficients, and684

(while keeping the ratio of gouge thickness to grain size fixed) grain size. Figure 10 shows the685

variation of the steady-state friction coefficient (A) and gouge thickness (B) with driving velocity686

for the default system and for systems with different grain properties. The variation of steady-state687

friction with driving velocity is somewhat sensitive to the details of the system, although frictional688

behavior remains velocity-strengthening for all cases with mean slopes of 0:005 . (a � b ) . 0:007.689

The variation of gouge thickness with velocity shows that the gouge layer remains logarithmically690

dilatant, with similar normalized dilation rates of roughly 0:01D mean per decade, corresponding to691

normal strains of order 10� 3 per decade, for all systems.692

Note that increasing the grain-grain friction coefficient decreases the macroscopic friction693

slightly, consistent with previous studies (Silbert, 2010), presumably as a result of enhanced grain694

rolling. From dimensional analysis, decreasing the grain and system sizes by the same scale factor695

is not expected to lead to differences in macroscopic behavior, as this changes only the magnitude of696

the gravitational stress relative to the confining pressure, which is already extremely low (Appendix697

A). Comparing the default model to the system reduced in scale by a factor of 100 in Figure 10698

shows that this is generally the case, to within the scatter of the data.699

The choice of restitution coefficient � also has very little influence on frictional behavior. Fig-700

ure 10A shows that values of � n ranging from nearly fully damped (0.003 and 0.01) to near-zero701

damlping (the default value of 0.98) show essentially the same value of � s s as a function of velocity.702

Previous numerical studies have also demonstrated that for inertial numbers I n . 10� 2 , varying the703

grain-grain damping exerts almost no influence on the steady-state frictional behavior of the system704
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(MiDi, 2004) (this is unlike the behavior at higher I n , where increasing the damping during grain-705

grain collisions decreases the rate of velocity strengthening and dilation with increasing driving706

velocity and inertial number (Silbert et al., 2001; MiDi, 2004)).707

The influence of these grain-scale properties on the transient frictional response to velocity-708

step tests were also very modest. Although we have not formally fit the results to determine the RSF709

parameters a, b , and D c , directly comparing the transient responses to those for the default model710

generally show differences that are within or near the apparent noise level (Supplementary Figures711

S3, S5, and S6).712

5.2.6 The influence of grain size distribution713

Unlike the grain-scale properties of the previous section, we find that grain size distribution714

has a dramatic influence on the macroscopic behavior of the system. We have run simulations with715

a quasi-exponential grain size distribution, which better represents actual fault gouge (Marone &716

Scholz, 1989; Sammis & King, 2007; Billi, 2005; An & Sammis, 1994).For the quasi-exponential717

size distribution, we targeted generating a distribution with grain sizes ranging from 0.5 to 5 mm,718

with D mean = 1:5 mm, and distribution form PDF (D ) = � � 1 exp[ � (D � M )=�] , with distribution719

parameters M = 1 mm and � = 2 mm. The resulting system, generated by a random particle gen-720

eration algorithm in L A M M P S , has D min = 0:5 mm, D max = 4:9 mm, and D mean = 1:5 mm. We721

reduced D mean by half, relative to the default system, to ensure that the largest particle size was no722

larger than the 5-mm particles in the bounding rigid blocks (larger gouge particles led to a roughly723

5-mm periodicity in friction during quasi-steady sliding). We also found that the exponential dis-724

tribution led to apparently noisier (more variable) friction during steady sliding; on the assumption725

that a longer model dimension in the sliding direction would reduce the influence of individual force726

chains, the quasi-exponential system was given dimensions L x = 4L y = 6L z= 160 D mean (Figure727

11). This reduced the apparent noise substantially. A few simulations of the same dimension using728

the quasi-normal grain size distribution verified that increasing L x =Lzfrom 1.5 to 6.0 didn’t change729

the steady-state friction level, its dependence upon slip speed, the rate of change of gouge thickness730

with shear velocity, or the qualitative behavior of the system during velocity-stepping or slide-hold731

protocols.732
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Figure 11. (A) Visualization of the virtual rock gouge experiment with the quasi-exponential grain size

distribution, with mean grain diameter D mean = 1:5 mm. Colors show the velocity of each grain in the x
direction, averaged over an upper-plate sliding distance of D mean . The driving velocity is Vlp = 0:1 m/s. (B)

The size distribution of grains in the gouge layer.

The variation, with driving velocity, of the steady-state friction coefficient and gouge thick-733

ness for the quasi-exponential grain size distribution are shown by the solid orange symbols in734

Figs. 10A and B, respectively. Given the error bars in panel A, one could perhaps argue that the735

system is velocity-neutral. However, because the gouge thickness, which has much smaller uncer-736

tainties, decreases as V lp increases from 10� 3 to 10� 1 m/s, and increases from 10� 1 to 1 m/s, we737

think it is more likely that the system is steady-state velocity strengthen ing as the shear velocity738

increases from V lp = 10 � 1 to 1 m/s, and nearly velocity-neutral or slightly velocity-weakening as739
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V lp increases from 10� 3 to 10� 1 m/s (an association between steady-state velocity-weakening and740

gouge-thinning, and steady-state velocity-strengthening and gouge-thickening, underlies recent ver-741

sions of STZ theory (Lieou et al., 2017)). Therefore the gouge thickness, and perhaps the friction742

coefficient, vary non-monotonically with driving velocity. DeGiuli and Wyart (2017) previously743

observed a non-monotonic variation of friction coefficient with shear velocity in 2-D granular sim-744

ulations and in the range of P̄ and inertial numbers we have explored. The grain size distribution745

used in their model is not specified. The non-monotonic variation of friction coefficient has also746

been observed in several experimental granular physics studies, including those by Dijksman et al.747

(2011), G. H. Wortel et al. (2014), and G. Wortel et al. (2016). However, it is not straightforward748

to separate the potential contributions of time-dependent contact-scale processes from purely gran-749

ular rearrangements in those experiments. van der Elst et al. (2012) also observed a non-monotonic750

variation of gouge thickness with shear rate in experiments using angular grain shapes, while exper-751

iments using spherical grains showed a monotonic increase of gouge thickness with shear rate. The752

friction coefficient, and the influence of grain size distribution on the velocity-dependence of gouge753

thickness, were not explored in their study.754

We also performed a limited number of velocity-step simulations using the quasi-exponential755

grain size distribution. The results are shown in Supplementary Figure S7. They include a subset of756

1- and 2-order-of-magnitude velocity steps up or down from initial driving velocities of 10� 2 , 10� 1 ,757

and 1 m/s. Owing to the large model size we averaged only 3 realizations of each set of conditions,758

and the results are much noisier than for our normal distribution simulations (although less noisy759

than the average of 7 realizations of the exponential distribution using the default simulation size).760

All of these tests show a direct velocity effect and an opposing state evolution effect, with a � 0:0085761

for the step with the highest signal/noise ratio (a 2-order step down; Supplementary Figure S7-C),762

and values not far from this for the others. This is within the range typically reported for laboratory763

experiments (e.g., Mair & Marone, 1999).764

The variation of gouge thickness following step velocity changes between 0.1 and 1 m/s, where765

steady-state friction and gouge thickness increase with slip speed, is similar to the behavior of mod-766

els with a quasi-normal grain size distribution, in that the thickness monotonically approaches its767

future steady-state value at a decaying rate. However, for steps between velocities in the range of768

10� 3 to 10� 1 m/s, where steady-state thickness (and perhaps friction) decrease with increasing slip769

speed, the transient thickness change becomes nonmonotonic. Following a velocity step decrease,770

for example, the gouge initially compacts, as for the quasi-normal grain size distribution, but then771

dilates by a greater amount to reach the new steady-state thickness. Where the signal-to-noise ratio772

is sufficient (e.g., Supplementary Figures S7-B and C, and to a lesser extent E and F), this transition773

from compaction to dilation seems to occu r while the friction is monotonically (except for the noise)774

approaching its new steady state. The reverse behavior is seen for velocity step increases. We do775

not yet understand the origins of this behavior, and see no dramatic changes in the particle velocity776

profiles over the course of the non-monotonic thickness changes. The change in sign of �d n =�d s777

at these lower velocities, together with the monotonic nature of the (smoothed) friction (and hence778

state) transient, is inconsistent with the notion that state and porosity are linked in any simple way.779

Considering only the steady-state thickness changes (Figure 10B), the positive direct velocity effect780

(a stress increase for a velocity increase) is also inconsistent with the simple notion that the direct781

effect comes from sliding at the new velocity but the old porosity. However, this positive direct effect782

is consistent with the initial thickness change following a velocity step having the opposite sign than783

the steady-state thickness change (e.g., an initial thickness increase for a step velocity increase).784

We ran one slide-hold simulation using the quasi-exponential grain size distribution, with ini-785

tial sliding velocity V i = 0:1 m/s. It showed logarithmic-with-time stress relaxation and gouge786

compaction, with a compaction rate of about half that of the model with a quasi-normal grain size787

distribution, after normalizing by the different initial gouge thicknesses. Again considering only788

steady-state thickness changes in Figure 10B, this result seems inconsistent with the intuitive state-789

ment that the effect on gouge thickness of an order-of-magnitude increase in hold time is roughy790

comparable to the effect of an order-of-magnitude decrease in slip speed (Figure 2). And, as with791

the positive value of the direct velocity effect, the compaction during the hold seems qualitatively792
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consistent with the initial compaction following a step velocity decrease for the quasi-exponential793

grain size distribution; however, the subsequent dilation following the velocity step remains unex-794

plained.795

5.3 Slide-hold simulations796

The main emphasis of this paper has been granular simulations of velocity-step experiments,797

which have long been known to be well-modeled by the RSF framework using the Slip law for state798

evolution (A. Ruina, 1983; Bhattacharya et al., 2015). We have shown that the granular simulations,799

like the Slip law, predict that following the initial direct velocity response, friction decays quasi-800

exponentially to its new steady state over a slip distance that is independent of the magnitude and801

sign of the velocity step. Moreover, with apparently no important free parameters, the granular802

model with our adopted quasi-normal grain size distribution produces a direct velocity effect and a803

subsequent state evolution effect with amplitudes that vary linearly with the logarithm of the velocity804

jump, with valu es of the RSF parameters a and b that are reasonably close to those determined805

empirically in the laboratory. Changing to our quasi-exponential grain size distribution changes806

only the magnitudes of a and b , while still leaving them close to lab values (and perhaps introducing807

enough velocity dependence to make the system transition from steady-state velocity weakening to808

velocity strengthening with increasing slip speed).809

A B

�peak, Slip law reslide
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Figure 12. (A) The blue and black lines show the variation of friction coefficient, normalized by the RSF

parameter b , as a function of normalized hold time, for granular slide-hold simulations with prior driving

velocities V i of 2 � 10� 2 (blue) and 2 � 10� 1 (black) m/s. The orange and green dashed lines show the

predictions of the Slip and Aging laws, respectively, using the RSF parameters determined from the velocity

step tests in Figure 4. This panel also shows (in blue) results of a reslide at V = V i = 2 � 10� 2 m/s following

a normalized hold time t hold=(D c =Vi) of 100, in comparison to the the Aging and Slip law predictions. The

peak friction upon reslide is indicated by � peak . The confining pressure in all simulations is 5 MPa, and the

dimensionless stiffness k̄ � k eff D c =( b� ) � 425. (B) Blue and black lines show the change in gouge thickness

during the slide-hold granular simulations of panel (A). (solid dots) The change in gouge thickness during

hold experiments on granite reported by Beeler et al. (1994), who used two different (low and high) machine

stiffnesses. An estimated slip-weakening distance D c � 3� m is used to normalize results from the laboratory

experiments. Both low and high stiffness laboratory experiments were performed at 25 MPa confining pressure.

In this section, we present preliminary results from the default granular model using loading810

conditions intended to simulate slide-hold protocols. We focus on both the stress decay during the811

hold and the corresponding change in thickness of the gouge layer. Laborato ry observations indi-812

cate that in response to an imposed load-point hold, the stress decays in a manner consistent with813
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the Slip law and not the Aging law, which exhibits too little decay due to time-dependent heal-814

ing (Bhattacharya et al., 2017). Furthermore, during the hold the gouge undergoes fault-normal815

compaction roughly as the logarithm of time. Although RSF classically makes no explicit pre-816

diction about fault-normal displacements, the conventional interpretation of log-time fault-normal817

compaction during holds is that it is consistent with the Aging law for state evolution. That is,818

compaction is viewed as going hand-in-hand with the plastic deformation of microscopic asperity819

contacts and log-time increase in true contact area under high local normal stresses (Berthoud et820

al., 1999; Sleep, 2006). This compaction is observed despite the fact that log-time healing as em-821

bodied by the Aging law for state evolution is ruled out by the stress data from the same slide-hold822

experiments.823

We have thus far examined slide-hold simulations performed at two initial sliding velocities824

and �n = 5 MPa. Figure 12A shows the variation of normalized friction with normalized hold time825

for these tests, with the initial velocities of V i = 2 � 10� 2 m/s and 10� 1 m/s shown by the blue and826

black curves, respectively. For standard RSF (equations 1–3 with constant parameter values), these827

curves would plot on top of one another when normalized in this fashion, a result that follows from828

dimensional analysis. Although the stress decay for the black curve ( V i= 2 � 10� 1 m/s) is not strictly829

log-linear, a log-linear fit to that curve would be similar to the curve for V i= 2 � 10� 2 m/s. The figure830

also includes the predictions of the Aging and Slip laws, shown by the dashed orange and green831

lines, respectively, using the RSF parameter values determined independently from Slip law fits to832

the numerical velocity step tests. As described in the Computational Model section, for the RSF833

predictions we use a shear modulus of 300 MPa, leading to a normalized stiffness k̄ = k eff D c =( b� )834

of 425. For a velocity-strengthening system with such a large stiffness, increasing (decreasing) k̄835

by a factor of 2 shifts the Slip law fit left (right) by a slightly larger factor, but does not change the836

slope at long hold times (Bhattacharya et al., 2017, Appendix C2). The comparison between the837

blue and dashed green curves shows good agreement between the granular model and the Slip law838

prediction, as for the laboratory experiments of Beeler et al. (1994) analyzed by Bhattacharya et al.839

(2017). And the Aging law underestimates the stress decay during the holds, for the same reason840

that it underestimates the stress decay during lab experiments. This initial result suggests that the841

granular mo del, like the empirical Slip law, may capture much of the phenomenology of laboratory842

slide-hold tests. Further testing of the granular model over a broader range of slide/reslide velocities843

and spring stiffnesses, for comparison to available lab data, are currently underway.844

In addition to seeming to match the stress decay during laboratory holds, the granular model845

qualitatively reproduces the observed reduction in gouge thickness with log hold time (Figure 12B).846

In the conventional RSF framework, because the stress data are well modeled by the Slip law with847

its lack of state evolution, the gouge would not be expected to compact. The paradox that it does so848

was also noted by Bhattacharya et al. (2017) in their analysis of the Beeler et al. (1994) slide-hold849

experiments. In contrast, and in agreement with laboratory experiments, our granular simulations850

show that log-time compaction during holds is present even though log-time healing as embodied by851

the Aging law is lacking. This behavior is reminiscent of the symmetric stress change/asymmetric852

thickness change in response to velocity step tests in Figure 4 (much more rapid variation in thick-853

ness than stress, following a step velocity decrease), and is another indication that equating state and854

porosity (Sleep, 2006; Lieou et al., 2017) neglects some fundamental aspect of granular friction.855

5.3.1 Slide-hold-slide simulations856

During both laboratory and simulated slide-hold-slide experiments, friction (shear stress) re-857

laxes during the hold, but upon the reslide overshoots its future steady-state value by an amount858

� � peak , reflecting the ‘healing’ (strengthening at a reference slip speed) of the gouge during the859

hold. As shown by Bhattacharya et al. (2017), neither the Aging law nor the Slip law can success-860

fully model, with a single set of parameter values, both the stress relaxation and the subsequent861

� � peak for each of the high and low stiffness slide-hold-slide laboratory experiments of Beeler et862

al. (1994). In particular, although the Slip law can match the stress decay during holds for both863

stiffnesses moderately well, the predicted � � peak for the high stiffness set-up is far too low to match864
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the lab data (figure 8a of Bhattacharya et al., 2017). The reason is that for the high-stiffness set-up,865

the slip during the load-point hold is too low for the Slip law to allow significant healing.866

Figure 12A shows the predicted � � peak for the granular simulation (blue), Aging law (orange)867

and Slip law (green), the latter two using the same values of a, b , and D c used to model the holds.868

Note that the Slip law predicts � � peak � 0, because almost no slip accumulates during the load-point869

hold, and that � � peak from the granular simulation is much higher. This is the first sliding protocol870

we have modeled for which the stress history from the granular simulation differs qualitatively from871

that of the Slip law, and it differs (1) in the sliding protocol for which the Slip law most obviously872

fails to match lab data (the reslides following holds); and (2) in the proper sense to match the lab873

data better than the Slip law.874

5.4 Exploring the microphysics of granular rate-state friction875

There is currently no well-accepted explanation for the empirical, but moderately successful,876

Slip law for describing the rate- and state-dependent frictional behavior of rock and gouge. The877

only heuristic explanation of which we are aware is that of Sleep (2006), who proposed that it878

results from the highly nonlinear stress-strain relation at contacting asperities (e.g., that the modestly879

smaller stress following a velocity step decrease results in an exponentially smaller strain rate, and880

a symmetric stress response to step increases and decreases when plotted against slip). In this paper881

we have presented a physical model that, despite lacking meaningful time-dependence at the contact882

scale, reproduces the Slip law where that law matches experimental data well (velocity-step and883

slide-hold protocols), and may outperform the Slip law where that law does not work (the reslides884

following holds). We would therefore like to use the output of the granular model to understand the885

source of its lab-like (and RSF-like) behavior.886

As a first step, we consider the source of the rate-dependence of granular friction. We expect887

that the log-time densification and relaxation of stress during holds (and by extension the densifi-888

cation with decreasing slip speed during steady sliding) is due to a reduction of elastic potential889

energy associated with local grain rearrangements. These rearrangements generate seismic waves890

that perturb nearby grains which might themselves be near the threshold for hopping, at a rate891

that decays quasi-logarithmically with time, as the driving stress and the opportunities for contin-892

ued compaction lessen. This picture of grains as always vibrating, being perturbed by neighbors,893

and occasionally overcoming activation energy barriers, is conceptually similar to the traditional894

atomistic-scale view that the logarithmic rate-dependence in RSF (the log V =V � term in Eq. 1) arises895

from a thermally-activated Arrhenius process (Rice et al., 2001; Lapusta et al., 2000; Chester, 1994).896

In that microscopic picture, the slip rate is V = V 1 exp(� E=(k BT )), where the product of the Boltz-897

mann constant, k B , and the temperature, T , is a measure of the average kinetic energy (KE) of the898

atoms. The activation energy E has the form E = E1 � P
 A , where P is a representative pressure899

and 
 A is the associated activation volume. In this equation, V 1 can be interpreted as an attempt900

frequency times a slip displacement per successful attempt. Such an interpretation reproduces the901

empirical logarithmic form of the direct velocity dependence of friction with902

a=
k BT
P
 A

: (17)

A histogram of the KE ( E k ) of every grain in a steady-state granular simulation with V lp =903

2 � 10� 2 m/s is plotted on log-linear and log-log axes in Figs. 13A and B, respectively. Assuming904

that this KE plays the role of k BT in equation (17), we can use this measurement (mean value905

� 2 � 10� 5 J/grain) to estimate a. We take the product of pressure and activation volume to be given906

by the elastic strain energy of grain compression, leading to907

P
 A � C
Z � ij

0
F n d (�ij) =

2
5
CP d 3

�
3(1 � �2)

P
E

�2=3
; (18)
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Figure 13. (A-B) Histograms of the per-grain KE during steady sliding at Vlp = 2 � 10� 2 m/s in (A) log-

linear (x-y) axes and (B) log-log axes. (C) The variation of the mean per grain KE ( E k ) for steady-sliding

simulations at a range of shearing velocities and confining pressures, as well as for a system with twice the

size of the default model, compared to the estimate (solid line) of per grain KE assuming homogeneous shear

between the driving plates. (D) The per grain KE, normalized by P
 A from equation 18 (our estimated RSF

a), for the same steady-sliding simulations as in (C), here expressed as a function of the inertial number. The

dashed line corresponds to In = 10 � 3 , which traditionally is considered the limit above which inertial effects

become non-negligible. The upward-pointing triangles in (C) and (D) show the “fluctuating granular KE”

( �Ek ) as defined by Ogawa et al. (1980) and Ogawa (1978) . In the low inertial number regime of interest, the

difference between KE and �Ek is insignificant.

where C is the average coordination number (number of contacts per grain), � ij is how closely908

two grain centers approach one another under the contact force F n , d () in the integral represents909

an infinitesimal change (not the grain diameter), and the last equality is derived using the nonlinear910

Hertzian contact law for F n as a function of grain compression �ij (equation 8 with no damping,911

d i = d j, and F n = P d 2 ; d here is grain diameter). If we use D mean for d , and C � 4 (a value912

obtained from our simulations), we find a � 0:022, close to the value determined independently913

from fitting our velocity-step tests.914

There is certainly slop associated with this estimate, including whether the activation volume915

is more appropriately thought of as a single grain or a few grains that rearrange collectively (as in916

STZ theory), and whether it is the total normal displacement or the incremental displacement from917

the background state that determines the activation volume (similar questions pertain to the classical918

RSF estimate of a, e.g., whether the activation volume corresponds to a single atom or a unit cell).919

Nonetheless, we find the order-of-magnitude agreement to be encouraging. But this agreement is920

insufficient; if the granular KE is to play the role of temperature, it must be insensitive to both the921

sliding speed and the confining pressure, and it is not apparent that this need be the case. Empirically,922

however, we find that the mean value of granular KE at any particular P changes only modestly over923

several orders of magnitude variation in V lp, at the low driving speeds of interest (Figure 13C). For924

comparison, the solid line on the same plot (of slope 2) shows the KE that would result from a layer925

of uniformly sheared grains as a function of V lp. For P = 5 MPa the quasi-constant granular KE926

intersects this trend at V lp � 2 m/s, the inertial number I n � 3 � 10� 3 , and the system is traditionally927

considered to leave the regime of quasi-static flow (Forterre & Pouliquen, 2008). Furthermore, if928

we normalize the per grain KE by the estimate of P
 A from equation 18, as in (17), our proposed929

estimates of a collapse for all confining pressures onto a single curve in the quasi-static regime930
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 t . Additional parameters depend upon those listed; for example, the grain massm and the bulk1067

density� H and shear modulusGH , as well as the measured friction coef�cient.1068

Before listing dimensionless parameters, we introduce some relevant time scales:1069

1. t  , time scale for bulk strain of 1:H=Vlp .1070

2. tw, time scale for elastic shear wave propagation across layer:H=
p

GH =�H .1071

3. t i , inertial time scale for an initially stationary a grain to move a distanceD, given an applied1072

forceP D2: D
p

�=P1073

4. tcol, collision time (obtained by solving equation (12) in the text).1074

Table A2 lists a reasonable set of choices for the 12 dimensionless parameters. Three involve1075

ratios of lengths. It has been proposed that the ratioH=D determines the ability of the gouge to1076

localize deformation, with no localization for values. 10 (Tsai & Gollub, 2005). We see no lo-1077

calization in the velocity pro�les for our default model withH=D � 13:3, or in the model with1078

H=D= 24 andLx=HandLy=Hunchanged. We also see no change in the RSF parameters between1079

the two simulations, provided we speak of a critical strain rather than a critical slip distanceDc (Fig-1080

ure 6). The ratiosLx=HandLy=Hare not expected to be signi�cant as long as they are suf�ciently1081

large; if force chains typically form at� 45� thenLx=Hshould at a minimum exceed 1. We see no1082

signi�cant difference betweenLx=H= 1:5 andLx=H= 5 for both normal and exponential grain size1083

distributions, other than the expected result that simulations withLx=H= 5 exhibit less variability1084

during steady sliding.1085

1086

Table A2. DEM governing parameters.1087

H=D; Lx=H; Ly=H

� n; � t ; � g

kn=kt ; ksp=(G=H); �gH=P

� t=tc
t i =t (Inertial numberIn, equal to(Vlp=H)D

p
�=P

(P =E)2=3 (dimensionless pressure)

1088

We have varied� n over nearly the full range of 0 to 1. Consistent with previous results for1089

steady-state friction (MiDi, 2004), we �nd negligible in�uence of the restitution coef�cients on1090

the RSF parameters in the low-In regime of interest (Supplementary Figure S3). We have always1091

assumed that the damping coef�cients satisfy t = 0:5 n, the default forLAMMPS, from which the1092

restitution coef�cients are derived, but given the existing results we expect no signi�cant change for1093

 t , 0:5 n. We also see no signi�cant changes in the RSF parameters when doubling� g from the1094

default value of 0.5 to 1.0 (Supplementary Figure S6). This is consistent with previous studies that1095

show little in�uence of� g on steady-state friction (MiDi, 2004).1096

The ratiokn=kt is �xed by the elastic moduli of the grains and is not a free parameter. The1097

ratio ksp=(G=H) controls the elastic deformation of the driving spring to that of the gouge layer1098

(the more relevant bulk gouge shear modulusGH depends uponG and the granular packing). We1099

madeksp extremely large, to make the effective stiffness of the system as large as possible; this1100

ensures that sliding velocity following a step change inVlp is constant, such that changes in friction1101

correspond directly to changes in log(state), facilitating a “by eye” comparison of the measured1102

friction transient to different state evolution laws. Signi�cantly reducingksp=(G=H) will change the1103

loading history of the gouge layer for a givenVlp history, but traditionally the RSF parameters are1104

assumed to be independent of loading history. The ratio�gH=P determines the relative magnitude1105

of the gravitational stress at the base of the gouge layer to the applied stress; in our simulations it is1106

so low (10� 6 to 10� 8) that we expect it to be negligible, although it may lead to some grain sorting1107
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during the packing of the gouge layer prior to imposing the con�ning pressure. In the future it would1108

make sense to dispense with gravity during the sliding and most of the packing phases.1109

For numerical accuracy we employ� t=tcol = 0:01, small enough that it does not in�uence the1110

simulations.1111

The inertial numberIn, equal tot i =t , is a well-established control parameter for granular1112

systems, but from the �gures in this paper it does not affect the RSF parameters much. This is1113

consistent with many laboratory rock and gouge friction experiments.1114

The dimensionless pressure(P =E)2=3 is equal to the grain strain (grain compression at a contact1115

divided by the initial grain radius) under the Hertzian contact law. ForP from 1 to 50 MPa, this ratio1116

varies from0:7 � 10� 3 to 10� 2, near to but perhaps not within the “rigid grain” limit (DeGiuli &1117

Wyart, 2017). We �nd that the RSF parameters vary only modestly, and not necessarily consistently,1118

over this interval (Table 5.2.1).1119

This information can be used to extrapolate beyond the simulations already run. For example,1120

we use a relatively largeDmeanof 3 mm, but from Table A2, if we reduce the grain size and all model1121

dimensions by the same factor (say 2 orders of magnitude) and keepVlp and all other parameters1122

the same, we change nothing other than to increaseksp=(GH =H) and decrease�gH=P by the same1123

2 orders of magnitude. These ratios were already so large and so small that we expect to see no1124

signi�cant changes to the model output, consistent with Figure 9.1125

In summary, despite the large number of dimensionless parameters in Table A2, remarkably few1126

of these are free parameters available for tuning the values of the RSF coef�cients. Their in�uence1127

might be largest on the value of(a� b), as this depends upon the difference between two numbers of1128

comparable magnitude. Signi�cantly, the sign of(a� b) seems sensitive to the grain size distribution.1129

This is a parameter that, along with grain shape and perhaps others, is not referenced in Table A1.1130

Appendix B The inertial contribution to the measured shear stress1131

Equation (13) in the main text assumes that the elastic component of the gouge deformation1132

occurs quasi-statically and uniformly across the gouge, such that for constant load-point and sliding1133

velocities the shear stress increases linearly with time and load-point displacement. However, for1134

a linearly elastic system, following a sudden change of upper plate velocity� Vpl , a shear wave1135

traverses the layer that, until the arrival of the re�ected wave from the stationary lower plate, imposes1136

an instantaneous shear stress change at the base of the upper plate given by1137

� � inertial = GH
� Vpl

�
= � Vpl

p
GH � H ; (B1)

where� =
p

GH =�H is the elastic shear wave speed, withGH being the shear modulus and� H the1138

density of the gouge layer (Rice, 1993). Dividing this by the normal stress gives an estimate of the1139

inertial contribution to the “apparent” direct velocity effect,1140

� � inertial = � Vpl
p

GH � H =�n : (B2)

For the example of the 4-order velocity increase toVf = 2 m/s in Figure 3A, we see an instantaneous,1141

not linear-with-time, apparent� � inertial of about 0.19. Plugging this value into the left side of (B2),1142

and on the right 5 MPa for� n and a typical porosity of 0.45 to estimate� H , we calculateGH = 1651143

MPa. This is just over half the 270-310 MPa we estimated from the reloading (at much lower slip1144

speeds) of the gouge following long holds (Figure B1), but it is certainly possible that at the large1145

stresses associated with the 4-order velocity jump, some inelastic deformation is occurring.1146

Note that Figure 9B shows a snapshot in which the shear wave front following a 1-order ve-1147

locity jump (to 0.1 m/s) has yet to traverse the gouge layer. The post-jump displacement of the1148
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upper plate is10� 3Dmean, or 3 � 10� 6 m, in (atVlp = 0:1 m/s)3 � 10� 5 s, and the shear wave has1149

progressed approximately 0.02 m, implying a propagation velocity of� 670 m/s. Setting this equal1150

to
p

GH =�H and estimating� H as above, we can derive a third independent estimate ofGH : 6101151

MPa, about twice the estimate from Figure B1. As we have not investigated in detail the nature of1152

the shear wave propagation across the gouge layer, we continue to use our mid-range estimate of1153

GH � 300 MPa, consistent with our nearly quasi-static reloading simulations (Vlp = 2 � 10� 2 m/s),1154

with previous experimental, numerical, and theoretical estimates for granular systems under com-1155

parable conditions (Yin, 1993; Domenico, 1977; Makse et al., 1999), and with standard methods1156

of estimatingG in laboratory rock and gouge friction experiments (e.g., Bhattacharya et al., 2017).1157

As we note in the main text, 300 MPa is large enough that variations inGH of a factor of 2 do not1158

change the Slip law �ts to our simulated velocity steps, and do not change the slope of the slip law1159

prediction at large hold times in Figure 12.1160

It is clear that for any value ofGH in the vicinity of 300 MPa, forVf = 2 m/s inertia contributes1161

signi�cantly to the apparent� � for early times. However, note that once the steady-state velocity1162

pro�le in the gouge is reached, the contribution from bulk inertia to the measured� � at later times1163

is zero. The approach to that steady-state velocity pro�le is likely a complex process involving1164

multiple re�ections from the bounding rigid plates. We can make an estimate of� � inertial in this1165

case from the inertial force per areaA required to change the velocity pro�le from one steady state1166

to another over a time� t :1167

� � inertial =
mẍ
� nA

=
� H H
� n

� Vpl =2

� t
; (B3)

whereẍ is the spatially-averaged acceleration of the gouge particles and� Vpl =2 comes from as-1168

suming the steady-state velocity pro�le to vary linearly across the gouge layer. Note that� � inertial1169

is proportional to1=� t as well as to� Vpl . For example, peak friction forVf = 2 m/s in Figure 3 is1170

reached at6� 10� 4 s. If this is the time at which the steady-state velocity pro�le is reached (roughly1171

5 times the 2-way shear wave travel time across the gouge as estimated from Figure 9B), the inertial1172

contribution to the apparent� � would average only 0.018 up to that point (11% of the plotted peak1173

value), would likely be lower at that slip distance, and would be zero at greater distances. If the1174

steady-state velocity pro�le was not reached until a slip distance ofDmean, the contribution to the1175

measured friction up to that point would average more than a factor of two smaller. In light of these1176

results, we conclude that inertia can contribute modestly (or zero) to the measured friction in the1177

vicinity of the friction peak forVf = 2 m/s in Figure 3, but that it provides a negligible contribution1178

to the overall Slip law �t to that friction curve.1179

For the 10-times-smaller jump toVf = 0:2 m/s, the inertial contribution to the measured friction1180

would be 10 times smaller from equation (B2), as well as from (B3) assuming that the same time1181

� t is required to reach the new steady-state velocity pro�le. For this velocity step the peak friction1182

does not occur until a slip distance of� 0:4Dmean, at which point the steady-state velocity pro�le1183

is almost certainly established (see Figures 9C and D for velocity pro�les at slip distances 40 and 41184

times smaller, forVf = 0:1 m/s), and the contribution from bulk inertia would be zero (if not, from1185

(B3) the average contribution up to that point would be 0.0019, which at the scale of Figure 3A1186

is completely negligible). We conclude that bulk inertia plays no discernible role in our simulated1187

velocity steps where the larger (initial or �nal) slip speed is 0.2 m/s or smaller, and that even at 2 m/s1188

inertia will only affect the friction curves signi�cantly for slip distances smaller than some tenths of1189

Dmean.1190
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Introduction

This supplementary information file includes extended discussion of the results and sup-

plementary figures for the variation of friction with inertial number, and the influences of

restitution coefficient, grain size, and grain-grain friction coefficient, on the transient and

steady-steady state frictional behavior of the sheared granular fault gouge. In this file, we

also include a supplementary figure for the behavior of servo-controlled system during a

velocity-step (Fig. S2), and another supplementary figure for the behavior of fault gouge

with quasi-exponential grain size distribution in velocity-stepping tests (Fig. S7).

More on the variation of steady-state friction with inertial number

We would like to acknowledge that most other numerical studies use a power-law (local

granular rheology of the form µss − µ0 = c In
α) to describe the variation of friction with

inertial number (or sliding speed) in their studies. However, relative to previous numerical

studies, we explore a somewhat lower range of In (roughly 10−7 − 10−2, compared to

10−5 − 100, which extends to well outside the quasi-static regime). While those previous

studies found steady-state friction to have a power-law dependence upon In, they are

nonetheless consistent with ours in that for the overlapping range of In (∼ 10−5 − 10−2)

they can be fit quite well by a logarithmic dependence of friction upon In, with a slope

not much different than ours [e.g., Hatano, 2007]. It is for values of In & 10−2 in those

studies, extending well into the inertial regime of flow, that the steady-state friction curve

becomes obviously concave-upward. The steady-state results in Figure 2 of the main paper
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differ from previous simulations mostly in extending the range of In lower by ∼2 orders of

magnitude. We find the logarithmic dependence to continue to those lower values, while

the power-law fits (but not the data, since these don’t extent to such low In) adopted by

previous studies continue to flatten with decreasing In.

In Figure S1 below, we show a best fit logarithmic function to our friction data

(µss = c log In + b, where c = 0.0055 and b = 0.403) for the range of inertial num-

bers included for the default model in the paper Fig. 2 (In < 5×10−3). Although there is

indeed some scatter in our data around this line for In < 5 × 10−3, it is not obvious that

the data are more concave up (indicative of a power law) than concave down. Given this,

we believe that an experimentalist would fit such data (for In < 5×10−3) with a logarithm

rather than a power law, which has an additional free parameter. In this figure we also

include the friction data of our default model for In ≥ 5 × 10−3. These data are shown

with filled black circles in Figure S1A. It is evident from this figure that at an inertial

number I ∼ 10−2, the friction data start to deviate from the logarithmic fit and develop

a concave-up shape. Figure S1B shows the friction data only for In ≥ 10−4. This is the

range that is used for fitting a power-law function in the study by Hatano (2007) and

Bouzid et al (2013). The black line in Fig. S1B shows a power-law fit (µss − µ0 = c In
α,

with µ0 = 0.3538, c = 0.3981 and α = 0.6562) to these data. The parameters of this

power-law fit fall between the range of parameters obtained by Hatano (2007) [µ0 ≈ 0.26,

c = 0.33, α = 0.3 for his frictional Hertzian model with grain-grain friction coefficient of

0.2] and Bouzid et al. (2013) [µ0 = 0.267, c = 1.148, α = 1 for the frictional Hookean

model with grain-grain friction coefficient of 0.4]. Our default model is not identical to

either of these studies, but the difference between these two published studies suggest
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that the power-law fit parameters can be expected to vary somewhat.

The influence of the restitution coefficient

Figs. S3A-B show the evolution of friction coefficient and gouge thickness, respectively, in

a systems with the minimum value of restitution coefficient in this study (en = 0.003), and

compare them to the behavior of the default model (with en = 0.98). The comparison is

performed for 1− 2 orders of magnitude velocity-step increases and 1 order of magnitude

velocity-step decrease. The results indicate that velocity-step response of the granular

fault gouge is largely independent of the choice of the grain-grain restitution coefficient.

A similar observation has been made for other values of the restitution coefficient that

are explored here.

For the systems that are generated and confined with different restitution coefficients,

we also measured the variations of kinetic energy and the ratio of kinetic energy to the

total work done by shearing when shearing phase is initiated. The variations of friction

coefficient, gouge thickness, and kinetic energy, as a function of slip distance, are shown in

Figure S4A-C, respectively. Figure S4A shows that the choice of the restitution coefficient

does not result in any macroscopically significant or any systematically observable change

in bulk frictional behavior. The variation of gouge thickness with slip distance shows that

in approach to steady-state, there might be subtle differences in gouge thickness in systems

at the two ends of the damping regime. The system with minimum restitution coefficient

(maximum damping) en = 0.003 appears to reach steady-state frictional behavior at a

slightly more dilated state, compared to the system with maximum restitution coefficient
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(minimum damping) en = 0.98. However, these differences will disappear upon shearing

for a longer distance, which is the point at which velocity-steps are performed.

The Kinetic Energy (KE) of the gouge layer is calculated from the sum of the kinetic

translational and rotational energies, calculated and summed over all grains in the gouge

layer:

KE =

np∑
i=1

1

2
mpv

2
p +

np∑
i=1

1

2
Ipωp

2 (1)

In Eq. 1, np is the total number of grains in the system, and mp, Ip, vp, and ωp are

the particle’s mass, moment of inertia, translational, and angular velocities, respectively.

Following the approach to steady-state friction, the variation of kinetic energy appears

to be influenced to some small degree by the choice of the restitution coefficient. The

systems with higher restitution coefficient (en = 0.98) and en = 0.92 ) appear to have a

larger value of kinetic energy, while the systems with lower restitution coefficient show on

average smaller values of kinetic energy.

The influence of grain size

We also ran velocity-step increase and decrease tests with a system with a grain and

domain size two orders of magnitude smaller than the default model. The variation

of friction and gouge thickness for these simulations are shown and compared to the

behavior of the default model in Figure S5 A and B, respectively. The overall frictional

and diltational behaviors of the two systems are similar. The critical slip distance in

both cases is Dc ∼ 1.7Dmean. The system with two orders of magnitude smaller grain

and domain sizes shows a slightly larger evolution effect compared to the default model

in velocity-step increase tests. However, these variations could be potentially due to that
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the granular RSF parameters are influenced by the gravity forces that are active in this

model. The gravity can change the anisotropic pressure state of the gouge more noticeably

(although it is still a small contribution) in this ”scaled-down” model compared to the

default model.

The response of the gouge thickness in velocity step increase and decrease is shown

in Figure S5B. These results also show that except for subtle differences in dilatational

response, the behaviors are generally similar to the default model. Furthermore, as for the

default model, the magnitude of gouge thickness change following velocity-step increase

and decrease appears to be asymmetric, while the frictional response is nearly symmetric

for both the default and the scaled-down model.

The influence of grain-grain friction coefficient

To examine the influence of grain-grain friction coefficient on the granular RSF behav-

ior, we further performed velocity-step experiments with systems that are prepared with

grain-grain friction coefficients of µg = 1.0 and µg = 5.0. We remind the reader that the

grain-grain friction coefficient in our default model was µg = 0.5. Figure S6A and B show

the variation of friction coefficient and gouge thickness with slip distance, respectively,

following 1 − 2 and −1 orders of magnitude change in shear velocity in the system with

µg = 1.0. The results are compared to the behavior of the default model. Figure S6A-B

show that frictional and dilatational responses of the system with µg = 1.0 follow closely

the behaviors of the default model. However, here we observe a larger amount of noise

and fluctuations in the variation of friction coefficient with slip distance compared to the

default model. The frictional and dilatational behaviors of the system with µg = 5.0 are
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not shown here, but the behaviors remain similar to the default system, with even higher

amounts of noise and larger fluctuations in friction coefficient signal.
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Figure S1. (A) The navy blue, light blue, and green filled circles show the variation of

steady-state friction coefficient with inertial number (In) for the default system for the range of

inertial numbers presented in the manuscript. The black circles show the steady-state friction

coefficient with inertial number In ≥ 5 × 10−3; these are beyond the range of inertial numbers

shown in Fig. 2 of the manuscript. The black line shows a logarithmic best fit to the data shown

in the paper (In < 5 × 10−3). (B) The variation of steady-state friction coefficient with In for

the default system for In ≥ 1 × 10−4. This is the range of inertial numbers used in the study by

Hatano (2007) and several other granular physics studies for fitting a power-law to the data. The

black line shows a power-law best-fit to the data, µss − µ0 = c In
α. The values of the power-law

parameters lie between the values found by Hatano (2007) and Bouzid et al. (2013).
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Figure S2. The variation of (A) friction, (B) normal stress, (C) gouge thickness, and (D) upper

plate velocity, Vw,z, with slip distance, in a velocity-stepping test with the initial sliding velocity

of Vi = 10−2 m/s and the final sliding velocity of Vf = 10−1 m/s. Panel (E) shows the probability

distribution of normal stress during steady-sliding at Vf = 10−1 m/s, for sliding distance 5 ≤

Slip/Dmean ≤ 12. All of the signals are sampled every 10 time-steps in the simulation. The

smoothed upper plate velocity, Vw,z (red line in panel D) is obtained with a moving average with

window size 0.01Dmean.
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Figure S3. The influence of restitution coefficient on velocity-steps. Panels (A) and (B)

show the variation of friction coefficient and gouge thickness with slip distance, respectively, in

simulations with 1 − 2 and −1 orders of magnitude change in shear velocity. The initial driving

velocity in all tests is Vi = 10−2 m/s. The colored lines are simulation results for the system with

the restitution coefficient en = 0.003, whereas the gray lines are the results for the system with

en = 0.98. The results are averaged over seven different realizations. The normal stress is fixed

at 5 MPa in all tests.
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A

B

C

Figure S4. The variation of (A) friction coefficient, (B) gouge thickness, (C) kinetic energy

with slip distance for different values of restitution coefficient. The results are only for one

realization of the system. The driving velocity is Vlp = 1 × 10−2 m/s and the normal stress is

fixed at 5 MPa in all simulations.
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Figure S5. The influence of grain size. Panels (A) and (B) show the variation of friction

coefficient and gouge thickness with slip distance, respectively, in simulations with 1− 2 and −1

orders of magnitude change in shear velocity. The initial driving velocity in all tests is Vi = 10−2

m/s. The colored lines are simulation results for the system where grain size is scaled down by

two orders of magnitude. The gray lines show the results for the default model. All results are

averaged over seven different realizations. The normal stress is fixed at 5 MPa in all tests.
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Figure S6. The influence of grain-grain friction coefficient. Panels (A) and (B) show the

variation of friction coefficient and gouge thickness with slip distance, respectively, in simulations

with 1−2 and −1 orders of magnitude change in shear velocity. The initial driving velocity in all

tests is Vi = 10−2 m/s. The colored lines are simulation results for the system where grain-grain

friction coefficient is µg = 1.0. The gray lines show the results for the default model. All results

are averaged over seven different realizations. The normal stress is fixed at 5 MPa in all tests.
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Figure S7. Results of simulations with a quasi-exponential grain size distribution. The top

panels (A-C-E-G) show the variation of friction coefficient and the bottom panels (B-D-F-H)

show the variation of gouge thickness with slip distance. Panels A-B show results for a 1-order

velocity step decrease from Vi = 10−1 m/s. Panels C-D show a 2-order step decrease from the

same initial velocity. Panels E-F show results for a 1-order velocity step increase from Vi = 10−2

m/s. Panels G-H show results for a 1-order step decrease from Vi = 1 m/s. σn = 5 MPa.

All panels, except G-H, average results from three different realizations; G-H are from a single

realization.
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